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The IBM PartnerWorld Program Guide
The PartnerWorld® Program Guide is designed to provide IBM® Business

We welcome your feedback and suggestions. If you would like to share

Partners with the essential information required to access and leverage

your thoughts on the format or the content of the guide, please use the

program elements, tools, and resources. In this document, you will find the

“Let us know what you think” link available or contact PartnerWorld

roadmap to build and demonstrate Competencies, advance program levels,

Contact Services.

and maximize the rich and flexible benefits portfolio.
Thank you for teaming with IBM.
This comprehensive guide was designed so you can choose where and how
you want to access the information. While it contains links to relevant web
pages to save you time, the core content is all contained within the guide
and may be saved to your desktop as a PDF, printed, accessed live on the
PartnerWorld website, or viewed on your mobile device.
Updates to the PartnerWorld Program Guide will be made periodically.
Please see the bottom of every page in this guide to view the most current
publish date and to determine if downloading a more recent version is required.
The web version will always contain the most up-to-date information:
ibm.com/partnerworld/page/partnerworld-program-guide.
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Registering and managing your relationship with IBM

Getting started with your IBM relationship
The role of the program
IBM PartnerWorld is an award-winning global program designed to help you
increase demand, grow your business, and improve profitability. The program
has sustained industry recognition, winning hundreds of major channel-related
industry awards around the world.
The purpose of the program is to work with our Business Partners to create
collective success. We do this by providing you with the resources, support, and
solutions to help you achieve results, become a specialist in your field, and build
your own pathway to financial success.

December 20, 2016

To realize this success, we have architected the PartnerWorld Program to help
you focus on three key areas:
• Capturing new markets by providing you with market intelligence,
co-marketing funding, and sales support and tools
• Developing new capabilities through our technology boot camps so you can
develop new solutions, create new capabilities, and penetrate new industries
• Growing your profits through incentives, promotions, business
transformation workshops, and IBM Global Financing offerings
Together, we can power growth and profitability while making the world
work better.
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Impact to your status

Program enhancements

What’s new in the PartnerWorld Program
Program enhancements at a glance
What’s new?

•• Bringing together a simplified and integrated
approach to recognize and reward expertise
across our portfolio
•• Introducing the Platinum program level
•• Enhancing the benefits

Why we are making
these changes

To help our Business Partners build deep
expertise, drive more revenue, and accelerate
their own growth in high-value areas

What actions do I
need to take?

1. Learn: Review the Competency and level
requirements on the PartnerWorld website
2. Plan: Build a plan to achieve the capabilities,
resources, sales success, client reference,
and client satisfaction requirements for the
desired Competencies and level
3. Act: Execute your plan and monitor your
progress
4. Achieve: Attain desired Competencies
and program level, leverage the benefits,
and continue to build capabilities and
grow your achievements

December 20, 2016

PartnerWorld rules and
requirements
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IBM is among the leading cognitive solutions and cloud platform companies.
We have made major enhancements to the PartnerWorld Program to help our
Business Partners build deep expertise and accelerate their own growth in
high-value areas.
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Registering and managing your relationship with IBM

Program enhancements

Why we made these changes

How these changes impact your PartnerWorld status

The Cognitive Era allows us to differentiate and provide higher value to our
clients. As digital becomes the center of everything we do, differentiation will
come from the ability to derive value from data, and our ability to help our clients
becomes more effective at meeting their customers’ requirements.

Program level equivalence

IBM is responding to the needs of our clients and our Business Partners
with a program that supports Business Partners in their journey to deliver
differentiated value to their clients.

Level today

Projected level in enhanced program

Member

Registered

Advanced

Silver

Premier

Gold

N/A

Platinum

Credit for existing capability investment and achievements
Select capabilities transition to Competencies in 2017.
Note: Program level projections provided are purely offered for planning
purposes and in no way guarantee level achievements.

December 20, 2016
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Program enhancements

What’s new
Expanding program to support all Business Partner models
IBM will recognize and reward all types of contributions, whether it is an
existing Business Partner forming new business lines or new Business Partners
joining the program.
Bringing together a simplified and integrated approach to recognize and
reward expertise across our portfolio
Competency is the term we are using to describe the deep capabilities that will
deliver differentiated value. We will provide Business Partners with Competency
roadmaps to help guide your actions to build expertise. Competencies will be
available around products, solutions, and industries.

Enhancing the benefits
There are three opportunities to earn benefits.
1. Membership benefits: All Registered Business Partners have immediate
access to a rich set of capability development benefits.
2. Competency benefits: Benefits specific to earned Competencies will help you
grow sales success and maintain deep competitive capabilities.
3. Program level benefits: As firms advance to Silver, Gold, and Platinum,
additional differentiated benefits reward the investments.
The enhanced benefit portfolio includes a new set of IBM Business Partner
marks to reinforce your relationship with IBM.

Introducing the Platinum program level
We have a new exclusive level, Platinum, that recognizes Business Partners
consistently delivering the highest level of excellence. In addition, we have
renamed the program levels to ensure Business Partners and clients easily
recognize the relationship levels. Our new levels are called:
•
•
•
•

Registered
Silver
Gold
Platinum

December 20, 2016
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Registering and managing your relationship with IBM
IBM PartnerWorld Program Console

Registering and managing your relationship with IBM
IBM PartnerWorld Profiling System (PPS)

Global Partner Portal (GPP)

Business Partner Dashboard

Your unique PartnerWorld Profiling System (PPS) profile is your key to accessing
information, programs, tools, capabilities, expertise and access to benefits
associated with program, Competencies and fee-based offerings. And it gives
you the ability to maintain your company’s profile, which can help deepen your
relationship with IBM.

IBM PartnerWorld Profiling System (PPS) at a glance
What is it?

Gives you access to PartnerWorld information,
programs, tools, capabilities, and expertise

Who is entitled?

All IBM Business Partners

What is the value
to me?

•• Single administrative tool to manage your
relationship with IBM
•• Get access to everything the program has
to offer
•• Gives IBM the ability to send you important
information and updates on the program

Who creates the
profile?

Designated employees within your organization
create and manage your profile

Where do I find it?

•• Go to ibm.co/2cp8769 to register your
company for the first time or add yourself as
an employee of a member company.
•• Go to ibm.co/1tkqIGS to update your profile
if you are already a member. If you are an
Authorized Profile Administrator (APA) you will
also find links on that page for administrative
tasks to help you manage your company’s
relationship with IBM.

How often should we We recommend that you review/update your
review and/or update profile every six months.
our profile?
Continued...
December 20, 2016
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You must have an IBM ID

2

Register your company

IBM PartnerWorld Program Console

Global Partner Portal (GPP)

Step 1: Getting a PartnerWorld ID
Three PartnerWorld IDs are created when a company registers within
PartnerWorld:
Worldwide ID (WWID)

The WWID is for the main worldwide headquarters for a firm.

Country Enterprise ID
(CEID)

The CEID is for the main country headquarters within each
specific country. Note that to qualify as a subsidiary in this
context, the Business Partner parent/headquarters must have
greater than 50% ownership in each of the subsidiaries.

Location ID (Loc ID)

The Loc ID covers all locations within a country.

WW ID

CE ID

CE ID

Loc ID

Appendix

Business Partner Dashboard

Step 2: Registering/creating a profile
Note: If your company is already registered, you will only need to associate
yourself. Once you complete the registration application, the profile data will be
housed in PPS.
1

To register your company or to add yourself to your company’s existing membership, go
to ibm.co/2ctVHuK.

2

Click “Join Now” for a new company registration or “Sign in” if already registered. After
signing in, choose the appropriate section: “Need to register your company?” or “Is your
company registered?,” if you are just looking to add yourself as an employee of an
existing company. If you are unsure of your status, use the Live Chat, email, or phone link
in the right-hand column for help.

Note: Profile data will be housed in PPS once you complete your registration application.

Loc ID

Fueling your growth
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Registering and managing your relationship with IBM

Registering/creating a profile
1

Table of contents

Loc ID

CE ID

Loc ID

Loc ID

Loc ID

Controlling your profile
Your company controls its own membership. You can update PPS data anytime
to complete the following:
• Manage pending agreements
• Add an employee to your company profile
Note – Competencies track sales & technical individuals within your firm towards
resource achievement requirements
• Update an employee’s profile information
• Update your personal communication preferences
• Update an employee’s capabilities and certifications
• Add a new location to your country enterprise profile
• Add yourself to a location profile
• Apply to join the PartnerWorld Program
• Contact PartnerWorld contact services to locate your company profile
• Create a new WWID or a new CE
You can also use your profile to access entitled benefits and apply for a variety of
IBM relationship types.

Continued...
December 20, 2016
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Multiple employee roles are defined within the profile. When your company’s
membership is approved, two important roles are created: Authorized Profile
Administrator (APA) and the Primary Relationship Contact (PRC). Both roles
manage access to tools and information to help you manage your company’s
IBM PartnerWorld profile.

Primary Relationship
Contact (PRC)

PartnerWorld rules and
requirements

Table of contents

PRCs are the main contact responsible for the company’s profile.
There is just one PRC per company, and it will be the person
who fills out the initial registration for your firm. We recommend it
be a business person from your company who is authorized to
sign and accept agreements, which bind your company as the
PRC. You also have the ability to assign other employees in your
company as Authorized Profile Administrators (APA) to help you
manage your company’s membership details.
APAs are contacts/employees that have authoritative access to
sign and accept agreements, manage employees or apply to
become a remarketer/reseller of IBM technology. You can also
assign additional employees as APAs to ensure broad coverage
of your Business Partner relationship.

Global Partner Portal (GPP)

Business Partner Dashboard

Personal Profile Update Only
Personal Profile Update Only designation allows the contact/employee to update
only their personal profile and nothing about the company.
All of the PartnerWorld Profile management resources are available to you
through a single web page at ibm.biz/pw_administrator_resources.
Updating your profile
Updating your PartnerWorld profile is the best way for you to stay up to date about
the latest opportunities for your business. You may update your profile at any time;
we recommend that you review and/or update your profile every six months.

1

To update your profile, log in to PartnerWorld from the PartnerWorld home page at
ibm.com/partnerworld.

2

Click the “my profile” link in the left column. Or go directly to ibm.co/2arqZOA and click
“Update your profile.” Or, click on one of the administrative tasks if you are an APA and
entitled to make changes for your company.

Expanding your relationship with IBM via PPS
To enhance your company’s relationship with IBM, as an APA you have the ability
to maintain your company’s profile, which could help deepen your relationship with
IBM. There are three primary actions we recommend you take to expand your
relationship with IBM:
1. Update your profile to notify us if you change, add, or modify your
business model
2. Update your profile to let us know which people are associated with your firm
and their job functions
3. Update your profile to aggregate and tie your Country Enterprise IDs (CEID) to
your Worldwide Enterprise ID

Continued...
December 20, 2016
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IBM PartnerWorld Program Console

Steps to update the people associated with your firm
In addition to making updates to the company’s information, APAs can also
update employee information.
Updating your company’s profile to include sales and technical resources may
satisfy the resource requirement for Competency achievements.
1

An APA must sign in with their IBM ID and password at ibm.com/partnerworld

2

Once logged in, navigate to the “Today I want to…”section

3

Select “Administrator” from the drop-down list

4

Click on the link: “Manage your company’s employee profile”

5

Within the “Type of search”, select either “Custom” or “Standard”
•

The custom search will show a list of all employees for every location.

•

The standard search will give the option to choose a location so that you work with
employee information from only that specific location.

Global Partner Portal (GPP)

Business Partner Dashboard

become necessary to combine a CEID for your company with the WWID. Note
that WWID recognizes your firm’s total capability. If you have multiple CEIDs
that are not linked to your WWID, it will detract from the view of the firm’s total
capabilities. It is important for you to link your CEIDs to your WWID if you are
attempting to obtain WW Enterprise recognition for the PartnerWorld and
Competency level achievements.
If you encounter this situation, send a note to pwms@us.ibm.com and we will
re-associate the registrations for you.
Go to ibm.biz/pw_profilingsystem for a list of the most common tasks to perform
for your company profile.
Steps to change your relationship with IBM
There are 11 possible Business Partner categories/models you can associate
your firm with in the PartnerWorld Program (see the Business Partner Taxonomy
chart in the Appendix section for a full listing and details).

–– Select the worldwide enterprise
–– Select the country enterprise
–– Select the location
6

Click “select” next to the employee’s name, then scroll to the bottom of the page and use the
drop down list to select the action you wish to take, including communication preferences,
country of residence, roles, general information and capabilities, and certifications.
Note Competency achievement requires minimum number of sales and technical
resources. Profiles may be used to calculate minimum requirements. APAs should make
sure all employee information is current.
For example, if you wish to update the employee’s job function, you would select general
information. Once within the general information within the employee’s profile you would
scroll down to the job function section. This will allow you to list the employee’s functions
as executive, marketing, relationship administration, sales, or technical.

Steps to aggregate and tie Country Enterprise IDs (CEID) to your
Worldwide Enterprise ID (WWID)
Your company is identified in PPS in several ways. A WW ID identifies your
worldwide corporate headquarters. CEIDs identify the various country
headquarters you may have around the world. On rare occasions, it may

December 20, 2016

1

To change your relationship with IBM PartnerWorld, go to the Partner Tools section on
the PartnerWorld website at ibm.co/2cpD3CN.

2

Select “Country Enterprise” on the left-hand navigation bar

3

Choose your location from the drop down list

4

In the select action drop down list, select “Country Enterprise General Information”

5

Click the right arrow next to the drop down list

6

On the page that follows, you can update the information about your company, your
business models, and other information that will help us refine the information we provide
to you about additional opportunities.

Getting help with your profile
PartnerWorld Contact Services is available to answer your questions and resolve
any issues. You can find local numbers on the PartnerWorld web site at
ibm.co/2cjvC3S.
Contact
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IBM PartnerWorld Program Console

PartnerWorld Program Console

IBM PartnerWorld Console at a glance
What is it?

PartnerWorld rules and
requirements

Table of contents

A centrally located resource on the PartnerWorld
website that gives Business Partners
easy access to a “dashboard” that shows:
• A clear, concise, and easy-to-use view of
your current achievement levels
• What requirements remain
• How to take action

Who is it for?

All Business Partners

What is the value to
my firm?

Helps you understand where you are in new
program achievements and what actions your
organization can take

What is the cost?

Free of charge to all Business Partners

Where do I find it?

Is centrally located on IBM PartnerWorld

Global Partner Portal (GPP)

Business Partner Dashboard

• Helps you understand where you are in new program achievements and
Competencies and what actions your organization can take
• Includes overall IBM PartnerWorld Program level status details across sales success,
total Competencies, client satisfaction, and verified reference requirements
• Includes detailed views and information for all Competencies in which your
organization is engaged, showing what has been completed and what remains
to be completed
Eligibility criteria
Access to the Console is available to all PartnerWorld APA and PRC participants
at no cost.
Getting started
The Console is centrally located on the IBM PartnerWorld website.

The IBM PartnerWorld Program Console helps all IBM Business Partners see
their status in any attribute in the new program. The IBM PartnerWorld Program
Console is the central location for finding the information you need regarding
program level Competencies, sales success, customer satisfaction, and more.
The Console is your key resource to help guide and inform you as you grow your
Program Level and Competency achievement.
Key features
• Provides a personalized, up-to-date view of your progress
• Is accessible and responsively viewable across your desktop and mobile
devices, enabling you to track status and progress requirements with greater
flexibility and ease of use
December 20, 2016

Figure 1: View your progress and next requirements to complete
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Global Partner Portal at a glance
What is it?

IBM’s worldwide Opportunity Management
System for Business Partners

Who is it for?

All types of IBM Business Partners who manage
opportunities for IBM software, hardware, and
services and participate in progressing them to
closure are eligible
•• Integrates Business Partners’ contributions
to the overall IBM opportunity landscape to
improve teamwork and collaboration
•• Offers registration for IBM opportunitybased programs, which provide benefits for
that participation
•• Approved opportunities are used to
calculate influence revenue contributions
towards program and Competency sales
success thresholds.

What is the cost?

No charge for all Business Partners

Where do I find it?

•• Information about GPP is found on
PartnerWorld at ibm.co/1lFO5PD.
•• To access GPP, Business Partners must first
be enabled on the application. This process
is started by contacting the GPP Help Desk.
For country contact information go to:
ibm.co/22W9DyR.

December 20, 2016
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Global Partner Portal (GPP)

What is the value to
my firm?

PartnerWorld rules and
requirements

Table of contents

Global Partner Portal (GPP)

Business Partner Dashboard

The Global Partner Portal (GPP) is IBM’s worldwide Opportunity Management
System for Business Partners.
Key features
• Integrates Business Partners’ contribution to the overall IBM opportunity
landscape to improve teamwork and collaboration
• Offers registration for IBM opportunity-based programs, which may provide
benefits for that participation
• Approved opportunities are used to calculate influence revenue contributions
towards program and Competency sales success thresholds.
• Is available to use at no charge to the participant
Eligibility criteria
All types of IBM Business Partners who manage opportunities for IBM software,
hardware, and services and participate in progressing them to closure are eligible.
Getting started
For more information about GPP visit the PartnerWorld website at
ibm.co/2ccCiOw.
To access GPP, Business Partners must first be enabled on the application. To do
so, please contact the GPP Help Desk (country contact information is located at
ibm.co/2cKNq37). You will be asked to provide:
• Your Business Partner firm information
• The name of the person who will be assigned as the primary opportunity focal
for receiving leads passed from IBM
• The name of the person who will be your GPP Administrator
There is also an online form you can complete to provide this information at
ibm.co/2cDBHro.
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IBM PartnerWorld Program Console

Business Partner Dashboard

Business Partner Dashboard at a glance
What is it?

PartnerWorld rules and
requirements

Table of contents

A worldwide tool on PartnerWorld that enables
Business Partners to view, analyze, and organize
their critical data in one place

Who is it for?

All Business Partners registered in PartnerWorld
who work with revenue, claims / payments,
opportunities, and/or capabilities data; most
reports include Reseller and Distributor

What is the value to
my firm?

Provides an easily accessible, one-stop-shop
for essential information on sales related initiatives

What is the cost?

No cost from IBM to use

Where do I find it?

ibm.com/partnerworld/dashboard or send an
email to bpdashbd@us.ibm.com

Powered by IBM Cognos®, the Business Partner Dashboard (BPD) is a worldwide
tool on PartnerWorld that enables Business Partners to view, analyze, and
organize their critical data in one place. The dashboard includes systems hardware
and software revenue data, claims / payments, Software Value Plus (SVP)
authorization readiness, Renewal Value Incentive, capabilities, and propensity to
close data with relevant marketing assets.

Global Partner Portal (GPP)

Business Partner Dashboard

dashboard. If you need assistance locating your company’s APA to request access
to view your company’s revenue data, capabilities, or claim status, please contact
PartnerWorld at ibm.com/partnerworld/page/pw_com_ctp_index.
Eligibility criteria
All Business Partners registered in PartnerWorld who work with revenue,
claims/payments, opportunities, and/or capabilities data are eligible to use the
BPD, free of charge.
Getting started
If you are an APA, follow these steps to grant access to specific dashboard data
elements for other employees of your company. More detailed instructions may
be found at ibm.co/21nxfej. It may take several hours before your access updates
take effect and the user is able to use the dashboard.
Steps to grant data access to employees of your company
1

Sign in to the PPS at: ibm.com/partnerworld/partnertools

2

Select the headquarters location of the Country Enterprise

3

Select “Country enterprise list of employees”

4

Select the name of the employee to which you would like to add the Business Partner
Dashboard access roles

5

Select “Employee Roles”

6

Scroll down on the “Employee Roles” page to select the dashboard role(s) that apply to
the employee

7

Select “Save” at the bottom of the screen

Your firm’s APA controls who within your company may access specific
dashboard data elements. All APA’s are authorized to access the Business
Partner Dashboard by default. If you are not an APA, your company’s APA
must grant access for you to view data elements within the Business Partner

December 20, 2016
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Using the identity system

Client reference criteria

Participating in the program:
Levels and requirements
Program levels

The IBM PartnerWorld Program Console provides all IBM Business Partners
with a view of their achievements and status in the new program. The IBM
PartnerWorld Program Console is the central location where you will find the
information you need regarding programs Competencies, sales success,
customer satisfaction, and more. For more information about the PartnerWorld
Program Console see Section 1, Chapter 3.

PartnerWorld Program at a glance
Achievement requirements
Program
level

Capability

Sales
Client
Verified
success satisfaction client
reference

Platinum

2 Competencies, at
least 1 Expert level

$$$

Y

2

Gold

1 Competency

$$

Y

1

Silver

Business Partner
Agreement (BPA)*/
Verified solution/
Verified services

$

NA

NA

Registered

* Resale Authorization, Marketing Assist or Sales Agent

Figure 2: Program level example
December 20, 2016
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Using the identity system

Client reference criteria

Moving from Registered to Platinum level: Requirements
• All Business Partners enter the PartnerWorld program at the Registered level
after completing the join process.
• Business Partners achieve the Silver level by verifying a solution or service
or by qualifying for and signing a Business Partner Agreement (BPA)* and
demonstrating sales success.
• To reach the Gold level, Business Partners need to achieve at least one
Competency (either Specialist or Expert), demonstrate sales success, ensure the
client satisfaction survey process is completed, and have a verified client reference.
• Platinum level is new to the PartnerWorld program. Business Partners achieve
this level by earning at least two Competencies (at least one Expert), attaining
higher sales success, client satisfaction and two verified client references.

Competency

* Resale Authorization, Sales Agent and Marketing Assist

Registered

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Figure 3: The PartnerWorld journey is based on delivering client value

December 20, 2016
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Program benefits

Client satisfaction criteria

Requirements criteria category definitions

Additional requirements

Business Partner Agreement (BPA)

Achieved when Business Partner demonstrates applied
knowledge in a client setting and results in the successful
sale of the associated products or services

•

Comes in three forms: sale revenue, influence revenue and
XaaS revenue

•

Thresholds can be met through a single revenue type or
across all eligible forms of revenue

Based on a previous 12-month total; see the Eligible Revenue
section for additional details.

–– Resale Authorization
–– Sales Agent
–– Marketing Assist
Verified Business Partner Solution

•

Requirement

•

•

Client satisfaction survey

•

Must include at least 1 marketed IBM technology;
hardware, software, or service. Can address
capability requirement either through:

–– Business Partner’s own third-party vendor
–– Business Partner self-administered survey

–– Verification includes support for both on
– and/or off – premise hosted solutions
–– Solution as defined in an Embedded
Solutions Agreement (ESA)
•

–– Integration
–– Support
–– Hosting

Requirements for Platinum & Gold
Competency

December 20, 2016

•

Completed survey equals 10 completed surveys from 10
unique clients

•

Survey is valid for 24 months based on completion date.
Client satisfaction survey is required for Gold and Platinum
levels

See page 67 for more information.

Service that is in support of an IBM sale, includes:
–– Deployment

Must execute a client satisfaction survey leveraging one of
the following options:
–– IBM SatScor tool

–– Verified Business Partner Solution

Verified Business Partner Service
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Client reference

•

Must be verified by one client

•

References are valid for two years

•

Must document the installation of your solution or service
at an End User using one or more currently marketed IBM
technology

Verified client references required for Gold and Platinum levels
•

Demonstrates depth and has three requirements:
capabilities, sales success, and resources. See
Chapter 2 of this section for more information
about Competencies.

•

Platinum 2 Competencies; 2 expert or 1 expert,
1 specialist

•

Gold 1 Competency, 1 expert or 1 specialist

Contact

Search the guide
Getting started with your
IBM relationship

PartnerWorld rules and
requirements

Participating in the program:
Levels and requirements

Program levels

Achieving Competency

Level requirements

Requirements criteria

Program benefits

Client satisfaction criteria

Steps for submitting a survey in the SatScor tool
Go to ibm.co/2cDAv7g and sign in using your IBM ID and password.
Your company name will be shown along with information regarding other
surveys you may have submitted. If you are registered to more than one
company, you will be asked to choose which company you wish to use to
submit a survey.
There are two steps you need to complete to begin the survey process:
1. Create a panel containing a list of your clients
2. Launch your survey
Step 1 – Creating your panel
You will have the option to submit client names one of two ways:
1. Individually
2. By importing multiple clients via a spreadsheet
Individual submissions
To add your clients individually:
• Click “submit individual client names to the panel”
• Fill in the required information: your client’s first and last name, e-mail address,
city, state, postal code, country or region, and the name of your client; then
click “next”
• The next window will give you a list of your client’s locations. Select the
company you want from the list then click “next”.
• Once the file has been uploaded, you will be given an option to review your client
list for accuracy. If any errors are found, please contact pwms@us.ibm.com with
the corrections that are to be made before launching the survey.
• You will then see the client was added to your panel and will be asked if you
wish to submit another client.
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Submitting multiple clients via a spreadsheet
To add multiple clients at once:
• Click “upload a spreadsheet of multiple client names to the panel”
• Download the sample .csv file, complete the information, save the file to your
computer and click “select a .csv file”
Note: The more detailed information you can provide about your client (for
example, full address) will help ensure correct validation of your client’s details
for completing the surveys
• Choose the file you want to upload and click “submit”. Do not close the
pop-up window until the upload has been completed.
• Once your file has been uploaded and your client information checked, you will
receive an e-mail confirmation. If location matches cannot be found for your
client(s), those will be listed within the file attachment in the email
• Once the file has been uploaded, you will be given an option to review your client
list for accuracy. If any errors are found, please contact pwms@us.ibm.com with
the corrections that are to be made before launching surveys.
Step 2 – Launching your surveys
Once you have listed at least 10 clients, you will be able to start the survey
process by clicking on the “launch survey” button. This button will not be
available until you have submitted at least 10 clients.

Continued...
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Client satisfaction criteria

Steps for submitting a client satisfaction survey
using a third-party vendor or self-administered
Submit your own third-party or self-administered client satisfaction survey to IBM
for verification and complete the client satisfaction requirement for the Gold and
Platinum levels in the enhanced PartnerWorld program.
If your company has conducted a third-party or self-administered client
satisfaction survey with 10 or more IBM clients in the last 24 months, you may
qualify to receive credit towards the Client Satisfaction Survey requirement for
Gold or Platinum program levels.
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Steps for submitting a verified client reference
Client references can be submitted one of two ways:
1. Through the Global Solutions Directory – preferred route for solution/services
based for Business Partners (ISV’s SI, CSPs)
2. Through the web form – preferred route for value-added resellers

Your email should include the following information:

Submitting a client reference through the Global Solutions Directory
• Go to ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd
• Scroll down and select the link “submit a client reference”; if prompted, sign in
using your IBM ID and password
• Select the location you wish to submit for, then select the link “submit a
solution for verification and/or client reference”
• Choose the solution you wish to use from the dropdown list, then continue
• Once the page loads, click the box beside the client reference and complete
the required information

1. Email ID to be used for questions and status updates
2. Third-party vendor name/contact information or survey tool
3. Date survey was completed
4. Your acknowledgement that the survey results includes responses from a
minimum of 10 IBM customers

Submitting a client reference through the web form
• Go to ibm.co/2cllNNE
• Sign in using your IBM ID and password
• Complete the required information
• Select “submit” at the bottom of the page

Below is a list of the required information for review and determination. Please
include all required information to ensure a timely response. Send your request
to IBM PartnerWorld at: pwms@us.ibm.com. You will be contacted if additional
information is needed and with the results of our review.

By submitting your company’s completed surveys, you are confirming that the
results from the third-party survey vendor or survey tool are true and accurate.
IBM reserves the right to validate/audit any third-party or self-administered
survey submissions. Your submission represents your confirmation that you
have your clients’ permission for us to contact them with respect to this
marketing survey.

December 20, 2016
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Demonstrating Competencies

Achieving Competency
IBM Competency framework at a glance
What is it?

A global initiative that focuses on IBM’s strategic
imperatives in the Cloud and the Cognitive
Solutions marketplace

Who is eligible?

All Business Partners

What are the terms
and conditions?

•• Recognition based on achievement of
capabilities, resources and sale success
•• Competency achievement(s) required for
Gold and Platinum program levels
•• Revalidated annually (January 1 – December 31)

What is the value to
my firm?

Competency achievements enable Business
Partners to align their capabilities with specific
areas of the IBM portfolio so they can differentiate
themselves in the market, increase profitable
opportunities, and grow their business.
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The IBM Competency framework is IBM’s global initiative that focuses on
strategic imperatives in the Cloud and the Cognitive Solutions marketplace.
Characteristics include:
• A single capabilities construct across the IBM Portfolio
• Two levels: Specialist and Expert
• Supports all Business Partner models and relationship types

For more information ibm.com/partnerworld/go
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Structure of the Competency framework

3. Sales Success

Business Partners will be required to demonstrate achievement across three
areas to attain Competency recognition: capabilities, resources, and sales
success. Attaining Competency recognition is a requirement for Gold and
Platinum PartnerWorld program levels.

Sales Success is achieved when a Business Partner demonstrates applied
knowledge in a client setting, which results in the successful sale of the
associated IBM products or services. Sales Success comes in three forms:

1. Capabilities
Capabilities allow a firm to demonstrate solution-specific knowledge within
the given Competency. A minimum number of capabilities are required for
each Competency. Certifications and solutions can be used for more than
one Competency where the content is acceptable to the Competency
requirements. There are three options to demonstrate capability depending on
the prescribed Competency criteria:
• Sales and technical masteries and/or certifications
• Verified solutions
• Verified services

• Sale revenue
• Influence revenue
• XaaS revenue
Competency Sales Success achievements are based on the specific IBM
offerings that align to the Competency. Sales success thresholds can be met
through a single revenue type or a combination of all eligible forms of revenue.
Sales success is based on a previous 12-month total. See eligible Sales Success
section for additional details.

2. Resources
A minimum number of sales and technical resources are required for each
Competency. These include:
• Resources holding the prescribed sales and technical certifications and/or
masteries. For more information, see Steps for Registering a Certification.
• Self-declared resources as documented in your Business Partner profile (PPS)
in support of verified solution or verified service. For more information go to:
ibm.com/partnerworld/partnertools. For more information, see page 11.
• Individuals can count as both a sales and technical resource.
• Individuals are not required to be dedicated to supporting IBM Competency(s).
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Demonstrating Competencies
Eligible capabilities can be demonstrated by:

1

Verified Solutions

2

OR

Verified Services

OR

Certifcations

Sale Success
Any combination: sale, influence, and/or SaaS

3

Resources
Minimum total individuals with
specified # of sales resources and specified # of technical resources

• Certifications/masteries only
• Verified Solution(s) only
• Verified Service(s) only
-- Deployment
-- Integration
-- Support
-- Hosting

Specialist level achievement
Specialist is a designation for a Competency differentiating Business Partners
that have developed the capabilities and demonstrated repeatable success in
addressing client needs tied to IBM solutions.
Expert level achievement
Expert is a designation for a Competency identifying Business Partners who
have the deepest level of capabilities and are identified as being the most
competent, with the highest value delivery capability for that solution area.
Visit the PartnerWorld website at ibm.com/partnerworld/go to reference specific
Competency criteria.
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Competency levels

Business Partners can address the capability requirement through IBM
certifications and/or mastery tests, based on Competency requirements.
• IBM certification and mastery tests are categorized into sales and technical
and are available on the IBM Professional Certification web page.
• Some Competencies may require non-IBM certification, along with the IBM
certification and/or mastery tests.
• Each Competency requires a specific number of sales and technical
certification (IBM and non-IBM) and/or mastery tests.
-- Minimum number of sales and technical certifications
• IBM certifications and mastery tests and related information are available on
the IBM Professional certification page at: ibm.com/certify.

Competency categories

1

Select the certification you would like to pursue. We suggest starting with certifications
by product (ibm.co/1U3PVRi), selecting the product area you are interested in, and then
selecting the specific certification you would like to achieve. If you are unsure, click on
each certification title and read the descriptions on the resultant pages.

2

Prepare for the test at: ibm.co/1UFONQR using the following resources:
•

Test objectives

•

Sample/Assessment test

•

Recommended training resources and reference materials

3

Determine which test(s) are required by reading the certification role description

4

Register to take a test (ibm.co/1UiCGKN) by contacting our worldwide IBM at Pearson
VUE (ibm.co/1tdrB3u). Once you’ve decided what test you want to take, you need to
register before taking the tests.
Pearson VUE for IBM tests
Visit the Pearson VUE website at ibm.co/1tdrB3u to locate an Authorized Pearson VUE
Test Center near you, and register for the exam.
Note: When providing your name and address to the testing vendor, be sure to specify
your name exactly as you would like it to appear on your certificate.

5

Take the test. Be sure to keep the Examination Score Report provided upon test
completion as your record of taking the test.

6

You will receive a full score report with section analyses at the conclusion of the test.
Keep the score report as documentation of the test completion. When you pass a test, no
further action is needed on your part. Your result will be automatically sent to IBM for
processing. If you are not successful, you may register to take the test again at a later date.

The IBM Professional Certification team manages the process of announcing
certifications, announcing their withdrawal (e.g. April 1), and ultimately their
expiration (e.g., July 1).

Notes:

It is our intention that the Competency construct follow the official (and
natural) cycle of launch, withdrawal, and expiration of all sales and technical
certifications/masteries.
It remains the Business Partner’s responsibility to maintain the required
certifications, manage the natural version control/evolution, and adhere to all
eligibility requirements.

Appendix

Steps for selecting and registering for a certification

Special note: certification version control—Competency requirements
The Competency framework does not create any new rules or processes around
the duration or validity of certification versions.
1. Each Competency lists the sales and technical certifications that are
associated with a given Competency.
2. Those certifications are valid until they are either (a) removed from the list, or
(b) expire; whichever occurs 1st.
3. Once a certification is expired, it no longer counts towards that Competency.
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Certification
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•

You may not take a test more than twice in a 30-day period.

•

After a test has been taken, your test results and demographic data (including name,
address, e-mail, phone number, etc.) are sent from the testing vendor to IBM for
processing. It can take up to five business days for transmittal and processing.

IBM Test Retake Policy – applicable to all IBM tests except assessment tests:
If you don’t successfully complete a certification exam on the first attempt, you can take
the test again at any time. However, you cannot take the same test more than twice
within a 30-day period. If you successfully complete an exam, you cannot take the test
again unless there has been an update to the exam.
7

Once you have completed your certification requirements, you will be awarded your
certification and provided with a certificate.
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Mastery tests
Mastery tests are used to verify the mastery of knowledge covered in a course or
a defined set of learning materials.

To request that multiple Candidate IDs are merged into one, send an e-mail to
certify@us.ibm.com and include employee name, company name, Candidate IDs
to be merged, and specify which Candidate ID should be maintained.

• Mastery tests help demonstrate an individual has achieved a foundation of
knowledge and understanding of a subject matter.
• They supplement certifications as a method used by IBM to evaluate
knowledge of IBM sales and technical professionals.
• Successful completion of a mastery test may be required for participation in
some Competencies.

For more detailed information about the IBM certification and mastery tests
reporting process, go to ibm.co/1OeF0C1.

Once you have successfully completed your certification and/or mastery tests,
you need to report this to IBM using PPS.

Reporting non-IBM certifications
The APA or the employee may also report non-IBM certifications. To do this,
they will need to update the employee profile, which contains entry capability
for non-IBM certifications, by logging into the PPS. In PPS the APA can view
and update the company’s information. One or more non-IBM certifications
may be entered at a time.

Certification/mastery and resource example:
A Competency requires two sales certifications /masteries and three technical
certifications /masteries to achieve “Specialist” level. This requires a total of five
credentials overall.

For each non-IBM certification, the Business Partner will be required to mail
documentation to IBM in order to verify achievement.

Registering IBM certifications and mastery tests in PPS
The APA at each Business Partner firm is responsible for reporting credential
achievements on behalf of firm employees into PPS. The reporting process
requires two key steps:

1

Open your employee profile

2

From your employee information, scroll down to non-IBM certifications and click the box
to add or view non-IBM certifications

• Reporting an employee-supplied Candidate ID
• Assigning the employee to the firm

3

In the new window that opens, select the non-IBM certification(s) that you want to report
via the pull-down list

Be sure to report the Candidate IDs for each employee holding IBM credentials.
These credentials will impact your company’s membership level within
PartnerWorld; higher levels mean greater benefits from IBM.

4

Save/exit and retain the confirmation number for future reference

You may report more than one Candidate ID for each employee to IBM. PPS
automatically allocates certifications awarded for each Candidate ID to the
employee. In some situations, it may be necessary to merge multiple Candidate
IDs into one. For instance, where a certification has multiple prerequisites, all the
prerequisite certifications/tests must be recorded against the same Candidate ID.

Steps for reporting your non-IBM certifications

Go to ibm.co/21anGPR for more information about how to submit proof/evidence
of non-IBM certification achievement.
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Verified Business Partner Solution or Service
Verified Business Partner Solution
Business Partners can address the Competency capability requirement through
a verified solution.

Steps for submitting your verified service
1

Login to the Global Solutions Directory (GSD) at: ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd/homepage.do
and click on the Manage solutions link at the top of the page.

• A verified solution must include at least 1 currently marketed IBM technology;
hardware, software, or service.
• Verification includes delivery of the solution for on-premise or off-premise
hosted solutions.
• Or solution as defined in Embedded Solutions Agreement (ESA). View the ESA
Agreement: ibm.com/partnerworld/page/pw_com_sol-embedded-solution-agreement

2

On the Manage solutions page, hover over the Manage solutions link at the top of the
page and select “Create New Service” from the drop down menu—select service
option: Deployment, Integration, Support, or Hosting

3

Complete the service nomination form and submit.

Verified Business Partner Service
Business Partners may address the capability requirement through a verified service.
• A verified service must include at least 1 currently marketed IBM technology;
hardware, software, or service.
• Verification includes delivery of the service for on-premise or off-premise
hosted solutions
• A verified service recognizes capabilities in support of of IBM technology:
Deployment, Integration, Support, or Hosting
Steps for submitting your verified solution
1

Login to the Global Solutions Directory (GSD) at:
ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd/homepage.do and submit a solution for verification

2

From the drop down menu in the “Submit a solution for verification” tab, select an
existing solution your end user client is using in a production environment to be used for
the request for verification submission.

3

Check the box “Verified Business Partner Solution” on the first page of the form. Upon
completion of the required fields (marked with a red asterisk), click submit twice to
complete the submission request.

4

Once your request is completed, the submission must go through a verification process:

Sales success
Business Partners achieve sales success by demonstrating success in selling
and implementing client solutions in the Competency area. This will be measured
through the IBM systems based on revenue for specific hardware, software,
and/or services products associated with a given Competency. There are three
categories of revenue: sale, influence, and XaaS. Details are listed in Sales
Success section: Section 3, Chapter 1.
Resources
Resources for each of the Competency areas are aligned to the way you choose
to demonstrate your capabilities. If capabilities are demonstrated by solutions
or services, then the names that the Business Partner has registered for Sales
and Technical roles in PPS are used. Each Competency requires specific Sales
and Technical resources. IBM reserves the right to conduct random audits to
verify that the required resources registered in PPS have the skills aligned to
an achieved Competency. Note that individuals can count as both a sales and
technical resource.
IBM reserves the right to conduct random audits to verify the legitimacy of the
survey results.
For instructions on how to add resources to your profile, go to
ibm.com/partnerworld/partnertools.

Step #1: Business Partner submits solution for verification through the Global Solutions
Directory (GSD)
Step #2: IBM verification process: Technical/Marketing verification and Client verification
survey

Go to ibm.co/2cTAInq for more information on Solutions.
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Competency categories
There are 10 Competency categories that align to the IBM solutions portfolio. Each category contains a list of Competencies that Business Partners may pursue to
satisfy the capability achievement requirement for either Gold or Platinum PartnerWorld program levels.

Cloud

Analytics
Platform

Watson
Internet of
Things

Watson

Analytics
Solutions

Commerce

Social

Security

Systems

Services
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Registered benefits at a glance

PartnerWorld Program and Competency benefits
at a glance
Base benefits for all To help activate your membership or
Registered members participation in IBM PartnerWorld
Benefits
earned through
Competencies

Aligned to your capabilities and may help with
sales success and continued capability building

Benefits earned
through program
levels

Registered (who have met the capability
requirement), Silver, Gold, Platinum, which may
provide benefits to grow and broaden support of
the IBM portfolio

IBM Skill Starter
Pack for qualified
new members

Enablement benefits to help develop your
solution or service

The Program’s benefits structure (as of January 1, 2017) features are intended
to provide enhanced rewards based on Competencies and program level, in
addition to benefits available to all Registered Business Partners. (Note: Benefits
are subject to change by IBM without notice.)

Who are they for?

All Business Partners

What is the value to
my firm?

Help you learn about the portfolio and develop
your capabilities in alignment with the IBM portfolio

How do you get
them?

•• Registered benefits are included in your
PartnerWorld registration.
•• Business Partners are required to apply and
accept the PartnerWorld Agreement.

IBM Skill Starter Pack at a glance
What is it?

•• Includes education support offerings to help
accelerate time to market
• • Includes two cer tification test vouchers
and Bluemix ® credits

Who is this for?

Qualified new Business Partners who join the
PartnerWorld program after January 1, 2017

What is the value to
my firm?

To help new Business Partners:
•• Engage with the program
•• Accelerate your ability to move up program levels
from Registered to Silver to maximize the value of
your Business Partner relationship with IBM

What is the cost?

No charge
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Program level benefits at a glance

Competency benefits at a glance

Who are they for?

Who are they for?

Business Partners who have achieved Specialist
and or Expert Competency achievements

What is the value to
my firm?

•• Designed to offer a return on the investments
you make in the program by helping you
further develop your capabilities and increase
your sales success
•• Enable you to move up the levels of the program
and gain access to advanced programs that
can help you develop the capabilities you need
to increase profitability and growth

How do you get
them?

Benefit package based on achievement of
Specialist or Expert level

What is the value to
my firm?

How do you get
them?

•• Business Partners who have achieved Silver,
Gold, and Platinum level
•• Registered Business Partners who are
Authorized to market IBM Product and
Services, have a verified solution* or
verified service.
•• Designed to offer a return on the investments
you make in the program by helping you
further develop your capabilities and increase
your sales success
•• Enable you to move up the levels of the program
and gain access to advanced offerings that
can help you develop the capabilities you need
to increase profitability and growth
Receive based on achievement of specific
PartnerWorld level

*Solution as defined in Embedded Solutions Agreement (ESA) not eligible.
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Available to all IBM Business Partners
Registered

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Figure 3: Simplified and integrated approach for achieving and rewarding Business Partner expertise
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Registered benefits
Registered benefits are available to all of our Business Partners to help you develop your capabilities in alignment with the IBM portfolio.
Benefit

Registered

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Description

More information

Online training

*

*

*

*

Access PartnerWorld University (PWU) and Think Academy modern
and social learning environments to learn about important market
opportunity and portfolio topics
Leverage the IBM Hardware Mall (North America), Power Development
Platform, or or contact your Value Add Distributor to access systems
for your demo and development needs

Access courses online at PartnerWorld
University ibm.com/partnerworld/pwu

Demo and development
systems

*

*

*

*

IBM technical validations

*

*

*

*

Test your products against pre-established criteria to ensure compatibility with many IBM offerings

Executive briefing centers

*

*

*

*

Host a meeting or conference at one of IBM’s briefing centers

Third-party discounts

*

*

*

*

Obtain discounts from over 60 participating vendors to run your business

Business Partner
promotional merchandise
PartnerWorld Contact
Services (PWCS) support

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Receive IBM negotiated rates and terms & conditions on promotional
merchandise
Your dedicated Business Partner support team will answer questions
on any aspect of your PartnerWorld membership

IBM Innovation Centers

*

*

*

*

IBM Connections Cloud:
demonstration accounts
Global Solution Directory

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

IBM Value Package

*

*

*

*

Software Access Option

*

*

*

*

IBM Innovation Centers are an agile, technical, design-led environment
for IBM skilled Business Partners to engage in an end-to-end programmatic approach to drive next-generation Cognitive solutions
Leverage a no-charge, one-year SmartCloud for Social Business
demonstration account to use in your business development activities
Promote your client solution built on IBM technologies or services to
IBM clients, other Business Partners, and the IBM sales team
Reduce your education costs and access the full IBM Software Catalog
for a low fee of USD 2,500. Includes certification reimbursements up to
USD 75,000 for Platinum, USD 50,000 for Gold, and USD 15,000 for Silver
Access the full IBM Software Catalog for a low fee of USD 995

Access the IBM Hardware Mall, Power
Development Platform, or contact your Value
Add Distributor to access systems for your
demo and development needs
Access IBM technical validations and follow
instructions online by solution for validation
ibm.co/2c6JY1u
Learn more about the various Executive briefing
centers ibm.co/2clowXj
Access various vendor discounts online
ibm.co/2cp3xoC
View available merchandise and place your
order online ibm.co/2cGGUvz
Contact PartnerWorld Contact Services via
e-mail, telephone, or Live Chat
ibm.com/partnerworld/contact
Complete an online request form
ibm.co/2cDz1K6
Request your demonstration account online
ibm.co/1JumQ6r
Create and update your solution online
ibm.co/1rqZo8a
Sign up online and start saving today with the
IBM Value Package
ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack
Purchase the Software Access Option
ibm.co/2gv5tPq

Not all benefits are available in all geographies and are subject to change by IBM without notice.
December 20, 2016
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Program level benefits
Program level benefits are designed to offset the investments you make in the program by helping you:
• Further develop your capabilities and increase your sales success
• Move up the levels of the program
• Gain access to advanced offerings and initiatives like Digital Content Marketing (DCM), transformation workshops, leads passed by IBM, and the Partnership
Executive Program (PEP)
Benefit

Registered

Silver

Gold

Senior IBM executive
roundtables

Platinum
1/quarter

Technical expert consult

Eligible

Event packages

Redemption

Meet with IBM senior-level leadership to discuss
industry trends and actions

Business Partner is invited by geo team to quarterly roundtables.

Access to IBM experts (technical architects,
Distinguished Engineers) who consult with you to
accelerate your capability in the design of a solution
that includes two Competency areas

Request a Technical expert consult via a web form. Send an email
to pwben@us.ibm.com to request link to the web form.

Take advantage of discounts for select global IBM
events to promote your business

Obtain discount when you sign up for sponsorship of a worldwide
event including Connect, InterConnect and World of Watson.

Get answers quickly through your unique Business
Partner support team on any aspect of your
PartnerWorld membership

Contact your PartnerWorld concierge via your country's phone
number. Platinum Business Partners select option 1 and Gold
Business Partners select option 2 from the menu.

5% off
sponsorship

10% off
sponsorship

up to USD
3,500

up to USD
5,000

Priority
access

Priority
access

By
nomination

Eligible

First priority

Tune your business strategy and implementation
plans with an IBM executive mentor

Request a PEP executive via your IBM Channel Rep. If you do not
have a rep, send an e-mail to pwben@us.ibm.com

Bluemix (PaaS and IaaS) service credits to enable
Business Partners to use, learn, and build Bluemix
skills and solutions

To request your Bluemix service credits, send an e-mail to
pwben@us.ibm.com

Use discount vouchers to take certification and
optional preparatory roadmap education to
increase your capabilities

The Primary Relationship Contact (PRC) of each eligible Business
Partner will receive an e-mail with their class voucher numbers and
it will include information on how to request IBM certification (test)
vouchers.

PartnerWorld concierge
support
Partnership Executive
Program (PEP)

Description

Bluemix service credits

USD 1,200 /
year1

USD 2,400 /
year

USD 4,200 /
year

USD 6,000 /
year

Education and training
vouchers

2 test
vouchers1

4 test and
1 class
vouchers

6 test and
2 class
vouchers

8 test and
3 class
vouchers

Not all benefits are available in all geographies and may be removed by IBM without notice.
December 20, 2016
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Registered

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Digital Content Marketing

2,500
Contacts1

2,500
Contacts

Unlimited
Contacts

Unlimited
Contacts

Client success story
development

1 / every
other year1

1 / every
other year

1 / year

Business Partner mark

Registered1

Silver

VAD1
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Description

Redemption

Use the integrated suite of marketing tools—
web content syndication, email marketing, and
social automation. Campaign contacts limits for
Registered and Sliver levels.

Access DCM online to create digital marketing campaigns to
increase your visibility in the marketplace.

2 / year

Leverage professional writing assistance to develop
client success stories that feature your business

Request a client success story via a web form. Send an email to
pwben@us.ibm.com to request link to the web form.

Gold

Platinum

Differentiate your company in the marketplace with
IBM Business Partner marks

Access the Business Partner Mark Generator tool to download the
membership level mark or customize it with your firm's achievements.

VAD

VAD
Priority

IBM
Resource

Leverage an assigned resource who will support
and guide business planning and sales related
activities for our mutual success

IBM assigns resource to Platinum Business Partners (as resource
allows). Coverage for other membership level Business Partners
are by the VADs.

4th Priority1

3rd Priority

2nd Priority

1st Priority

Be easily located by IBM customers, prospects, and
fellow Business Partners worldwide through IBM’s
online Business Partner search tool

Update your profile information including granting permission to
publish your company in the Business Partner Locator.

Competitive sales
support

Eligible1

Eligible

2nd Priority

1st Priority

Help improve your win rates with assistance from the
IBM Competitive Project Office (CPO)

Email ibmcpo@us.ibm.com and include a description of your
competitive sales support question and/or needs.

Transformation
workshops

Eligible1

Eligible1

2nd Priority

1st Priority

Attend the Business Transformation (BTI) and/or
Digital Marketing workshops to help you improve your
company’s business model and/or digital presence

Nominate yourself for a Business Transformation Initiative live
workshop or gain access to the online BTI webinar and other
resources in the BTI Virtual Library. Visit the Digital Marketing
Workshop webpage for currently scheduled dates or request to
attend by compmleting this workshop form.

Expert briefings

BTI alumni

BTI alumni

2nd Priority

1st Priority

IBM and external analyst expert briefings

Business Partner will be invited via email to quarterly webcasts.

Leads passed by IBM

Eligible1

Eligible

Eligible

Eligible

Grow with opportunities generated through IBM
demand generation activities

The primary contact in your Global Partner Portal (GPP) profile
will receive an email notification of a passed opportunity. Accept
or reject the opportunity in GPP within 5 business days. See the
Global Partner Portal section for more information.

Market intelligence

Eligible1

Eligible

Eligible

Eligible

Access IBM analyst reports and competitive
marketing information to help you make fact-based
strategy and business decisions

Access critical marketplace reports on strategic business
topics and Competitive intelligence including information on
hardware, software, and services from external suppliers and IBM
competitive specialists.

Sales coverage

Business Partner (BP)
Locator

1—For Registered Business Partners who have met the capability requirement.
Not all benefits are available in all geographies and may be removed by IBM without notice.
December 20, 2016
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Competency benefits*

IBM Co-Marketing

In addition to PartnerWorld level benefits, Business Partners also receive benefits
related to individual Competencies. Competency achievements are rewarded
with benefits to help you further your success and may include:

What is it?

Build awareness and demand for your products, services and
solutions by utilizing Co-Marketing funding available to help
drive leads and revenue.

Who is eligible?

Business Partners who attain a Competency achievement are
eligible in 2017.
Note: Revenue attributed to Embedded Solutions Agreement
not included in the Co-Marketing funding calculation.

*May include other incentives.

What are the terms
and conditions?

When a Business Partner is eligible to participate in
Co-Marketing, they are provided with the applicable IBM
Co-Marketing Terms and Conditions.

Note: Not all benefits are available in all geographies.

What is the process?

1.

• Co-marketing to drive demand for your Competency solutions, products,
and services
• The IBM Business Partner mark to promote your skills in the marketplace
• Enablement resources to help you increase your competitive advantage

Plan: Develop your marketing plan: type of tactics, target
audience, desired results, etc.

2. Request Funding & Approval: Accept the Co-Marketing
Terms & Conditions for the Incentive Offering and submit
your Marketing Activity Plan in the Co-Marketing Center
(CMC) tool for review and approval.
3. Execute: Conduct your marketing campaign. IBMapproved co-marketing agencies are available if you need
help in designing and executing your plans.
4. Claim: Submit your claim(s) for reimbursement. Claim
documentation typically includes: proof of performance,
itemized invoices, and validated leads.

December 20, 2016

What does it cost?

IBM will reimburse 100% of eligible expenses.

How do I apply for it?

Apply and manage your co-marketing funds by accessing the
IBM Co-Marketing Center at ibm.co/2cXjnJ8.

Where do I go for more
information?

Go to ibm.co/2cXjnJ8 for more information.
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Education and training vouchers
Education and training vouchers are part of the program level benefits package awarded to IBM Business Partners.
What is it?

Use discount vouchers to take certification and optional preparatory roadmap education, which have been designed to increase your capabilities.
Class vouchers provide up to a 50% discount on registration fees for eligible classroom fees and IBM events (details of eligible activities are at ibm.co/2ccC1eq).

Who is eligible?

Registered (who have met the capability requirement), Silver, Gold and Platinum level Business Partners.

What are the terms
and conditions?

•

The voucher provides any employee of the Business Partner firm a 50% discount off of published tuition

•

One voucher per student, per enrollment. Each authorized voucher is uniquely numbered and may be used only once.

•

A voucher cannot be used to cover student travel and living (T&L) expenses.

•

All vouchers will be sent electronically.

•

All vouchers must be redeemed by December 31 of the current year. There will not be any extensions.

•

A voucher may be used by any employee of the Business Partner firm, but cannot be transferred to customers or other Business Partner firms.

•

To redeem a voucher, the student MUST provide the voucher number upon registration into the class or event.

•

IBM is not responsible for any expenses incurred by the Business Partner should a class or event be cancelled prior to the start date.

•

A voucher cannot be used to cover late cancellation or no-show fees. If a Business Partner fails to attend a class without giving proper notification, as stated in the
enrolment Terms and Conditions, the Business Partner will be charged the full fee based on the published list price.

•

A voucher cannot be combined with any other IBM discount.

•

A voucher can only be used for select courses and named IBM events as published at the vouchers web site.

•

Use at Global Training Provider courses

What is the value to
my firm?

Vouchers are designed to offer a return on your investment to achieve required capabilities to broaden your capabilities beyond a specific product area.

What is the process?

•

Starting in January 2017 and in the future after annual revalidation, class vouchers will be distributed electronically to Business Partners based upon their achieved
program level. Instructions regarding IBM Certification (test) vouchers will be sent via e-mail to the Business Partner’s Primary Relationship Contact (PRC).

•

Vouchers expire at year-end.

What does it cost?

Business Partner is responsible for 50% of the published list price for classroom course or registration at eligible IBM events.

Where do I go for more
information?

ibm.co/2ccC1eq
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IBM Systems Hardware Growth vouchers
IBM Systems Hardware Growth Vouchers are part of the benefits package awarded to IBM Business Partners who have achieved the IBM Server Systems or the IBM
Storage Systems Competency. Growth vouchers are also awarded to non-Competency Business Partners who are in the IBM Business Partner Growth Incentive (PGI).
Vouchers awarded to PGI participants
What is it?

Provide up to an 80% discount on registration fees for eligible classroom fees and IBM events (details of eligible activities are at: ibm.co/2ccC1eq), to a maximum value of
USD 2,100 USD; and 100% discount against IBM Systems hardware related certification testing.
Two vouchers of each type are awarded for each new capabilities target issued to a PGI participant.

Who is eligible?

Business Partners who meet the eligibility requirements of the IBM Business Partner Growth Incentive

What are the terms
and conditions?

•

The voucher provides any employee of the Business Partner firm an 80% discount off of published tuition where the 80% does not exceed USD 2,100.

•

One voucher per student, per enrolment. Each authorized voucher is uniquely numbered and may be used only once.

•

A voucher cannot be used to cover student travel and living (T&L) expenses.

•

All vouchers will be sent electronically.

•

All vouchers must be redeemed by 31 December of the current year. There will not be any extensions.

•

A voucher may be used by any employee of the Business Partner firm, but cannot be transferred to customers or other Business Partner firms.

•

To redeem a voucher, the student MUST provide the voucher number upon registration into the class or event.

•

IBM is not responsible for any expenses incurred by the Business Partner should a class event be cancelled prior to the start date.

•

A voucher cannot be used to cover late cancellation or no-show fees. If a Business Partner fails to attend a class without giving proper notification as stated in the enrolment
Terms and Conditions, the Business Partner will be charged the full fee based on the published list price.

•

A voucher cannot be combined with any other IBM discount.

•

A voucher can only be used for select courses and events as published at the vouchers web site.

What is the value to
my firm?

•

Each class voucher is valued at 80% of the tuition price to a maximum value of USD 2,100.

•

Each certification testing voucher fully covers the cost of a certification exam when taken at a Pearson-VUE testing center.

What is the process?

Vouchers are awarded automatically within three weeks of the start of a quarter to all registered participants if they are presented with a new skills target.

What does it cost?

•

20% of the cost for classroom course or registration at eligible IBM events if the discounted amount is USD 2,100 or less

•

Business Partner is responsible for any amount over USD 2,100

How do I apply for it?

You must meet the requirements for the IBM PGI offering. Vouchers will be issued to you automatically.

Where do I go for more
information?

Visit the IBM PGI web site at ibm.com/partnerworld/pgi for further details of the PGI offering and to learn how you can qualify for PGI benefits.
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Vouchers for IBM Server Systems and IBM Storage Systems Competency participants
What is it?

•

Provide 100% discount on registration fees for eligible classroom fees and IBM events (details of eligible activities are at: ibm.co/2ccC1eq) and 100% discount against
IBM Systems hardware related certification testing

•

Specialist level achievement is awarded 8 vouchers; Expert level achievement is awarded 12

•

Number of vouchers may be prorated based Competency achievement date

Who is eligible?

Business Partners who meet the eligibility requirements of the IBM Server Systems or IBM Storage Systems Competency

What are the terms
and conditions?

•

The voucher entitles any employee of the Business Partner firm to a 100% discount off of published tuition.

•

One voucher per student, per enrolment. Each authorized voucher is uniquely numbered and may be used only once.

•

A voucher cannot be used to cover student travel and living (T&L) expenses.

•

All vouchers will be sent electronically.

•

All vouchers must be redeemed by the expiration date provided on the voucher notification email. There will not be any extensions.

•

A voucher may be used by any employee of the Business Partner firm, but cannot be transferred to customers or to other Business Partner firms.

•

To redeem a voucher, the student MUST provide the voucher number upon registration into the class or event.

•

IBM is not responsible for any expenses incurred by the Business Partner should a class event be cancelled prior to the start date.

•

A voucher cannot be used to cover late cancellation or no-show fees. If a Business Partner fails to attend a class without giving proper notification as stated in the
enrolment Terms and Conditions, the Business Partner will be charged the full fee based on the published list price.

•

A voucher cannot be combined with any other IBM discount.

•

A voucher can only be used for select courses and events as published at the vouchers web site.

What is the value to
my firm?

•

Each class voucher is valued at 100% of the tuition price.

•

Each certification testing voucher fully covers the cost of a certification exam when taken at a Pearson – VUE testing center.

What is the process?

•

Vouchers are awarded automatically within three weeks after the start of the Business Partner’s Competency period.

•

A prorated number of vouchers will be issued if the Business Partner achieves their Competency part-way through the year.

What does it cost?

No cost

How do I apply for it?

You must meet the requirements for the IBM Storage Systems or IBM Server Systems Competency. Vouchers will be issued to you automatically.

Where do I go for more
information?

•

Class Discount Vouchers giving a discount off the registration fee for eligible offerings. To see the schedule of available IBM Systems related classes and events, you can
go to the IBM Voucher landing page available at: bit.ly/IBMBPVoucherOfferings

•

Certification Testing Vouchers giving a discount off the published price for eligible IBM Systems Professional Certification tests administered by Pearson VUE. To register
for an IBM Certification Test at Pearson VUE, you can go to: www.pearsonvue.com
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Value Package education benefits
Your Value Package purchase includes two educational benefits – You Pass, We Pay and Sales Masteries. Benefits can be leveraged towards your achievement of
program or Competency levels.
You Pass, We Pay for hardware, software, and services
What is it?
Who is eligible?
What are the terms
and conditions?
What is the value to
my firm?
What is the process?

You Pass, We Pay is a benefit of the IBM PartnerWorld Value Package Offering (Value Package), ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack. The offering is designed to help your
company receive a return on your investment in building technical capabilities by reimbursing the base cost of IBM technical certifications and optional preparatory roadmap
education. The maximum amount of your reimbursement benefit is determined by your membership level.
Business Partners who who acquire the Value Package (ibm.co/2cpDexT). View our Frequently Asked Questions at: ibm.com/partnerworld/page/isv_com_vpo_faq.
View the You Pass, We Pay – Claim guidelines at ibm.co/2cVcOUs for detailed Terms & Conditions.
The maximum reimbursement value is dependent on your membership level.
1.

Acquire the Value Package

2. Review claim guidelines
3. Choose your certification
4. Enroll in optional course(s)
5. Attend course(s)
6. Schedule certification test(s)
7.

Achieve certification

8. Confirm student PartnerWorld registration
9. Submit your claim to IBM
10. Get paid
What does it cost?
How do I apply for it?

View the You Pass, We Pay – Steps to reimbursement at ibm.co/2cTArkc for detailed instructions
IBM Value Package: Includes access to IBM software, reimbursement for IBM education leading to certification (You Pass, We Pay), pre-sales/pre-deployment IBM operating
system and software technical support for your development efforts, and more. Annual fee USD 2,500.
Visit the Value Package web page at: ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack for terms and conditions, pricing and ordering instructions. View our Frequently Asked Questions at:
ibm.com/partnerworld/page/isv_com_vpo_faq.
1.

Your company’s authorized profile administrator (APA) goes to: ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack to acquire the Value Package.

2. The APA will receive an email confirming the order has been processed. This email will direct the APA to accept the IBM PartnerWorld Value Package Attachment
(ibm.co/1UA4fvp) before benefits will be available to you. Depending on your country of residence, you may be required to sign the attachment in hard-copy format
instead of electronic format.
Where do I go for more
information?

It may take up to ten business days to process your online order. You’ll then be authorized to use benefits which are detailed on ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack.
ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack
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Sales Mastery Test vouchers
What is it?

IBM Business Partners who acquire the Value Package (ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack) are eligible for no-charge test vouchers to cover the cost of IBM Software sales
mastery tests. These tests are used to validate your sales capabilities, one of the requirements to participate in Software Value Incentive (SVI) and achieve authorization to
resell authorized IBM products. These vouchers are in addition to the reimbursement amounts received with the You Pass, We Pay benefit.

Who is eligible?

Business Partners who acquire the Value Package (ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack)

What are the terms
and conditions?

•

Vouchers are good for six months. If you do not use the voucher within that time it will be invalid.

•

Expired, unused vouchers cannot be replaced and will be counted as part of your allotment.

•

If your membership level changes, your voucher allotment will automatically reflect the change.

•

The number of vouchers issued is based on your PartnerWorld membership level and active Value Package subscription. You can request the maximum stated during
each annual Value Package subscription.

•

You may only request one voucher at a time.

•

Voucher numbers can only be used once.

•

Vouchers are only valid for IBM Software sales mastery tests and cannot be used for assessment tests or certifications. Sales mastery tests numbers begin with “M2”.

•

Vouchers are not valid for Software Technical Mastery tests that begin with “P2”.

What is the value to
my firm?

The maximum value is dependent on your membership level.

What is the process?

Request a voucher from the sales mastery test voucher web page at ibm.co/2cVe1Lx.

What does it cost?

IBM Value Package: Includes access to IBM software, reimbursement for IBM education leading to certification (You Pass, We Pay), pre-sales/pre-deployment IBM software
technical support for your development efforts, and more. Annual fee 2,500 USD (see ordering site for local pricing). A 10% discount (USD 2,250) is offered to new Business
Partners who purchase within 6 months of joining PartnerWorld or to existing Value Package subscribers who renew their subscription within 30 days before it expires.

How do I apply for it?

Visit the Value Package web page at ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack for terms and conditions, pricing, and ordering instructions.
To acquire the Value Package, your company’s authorized profile administrator (APA) should go to ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack.
1.

The APA will receive an email confirming the order has been processed. This email will direct the APA to accept the IBM PartnerWorld Value Package Attachment
(ibm.co/1UA4fvp) before benefits will be available to you. Depending on your country of residence, you may be required to sign the attachment in hard-copy format
instead of electronic format.

It may take up to ten business days to process your online order. You’ll then be entitled to use benefits which are detailed on ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack.
Where do I go for more
information?

ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack

Refer to ibm.com/partnerworld/go for additional benefit information.
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IBM provides Software on-premise rebates and incentives based on the Business Partner and the end user opportunity meeting specific qualification criteria
(additional terms and conditions apply).
Note: IBM Software on-premise incentives are changing in early April 2017. These changes were announced externally October 11, 2016. For the latest information
concerning these changes visit the IBM PartnerWorld website at ibm.com/partnerworld/svp. Bookmark this site and check back often for updates.

Software on-premise incentives at a glance (through early April 2017)*
Software Value Incentive (SVI)

Rewards for value associated with Opportunity Identification (OI) and Opportunity Ownership (OO). Varies from
10 – 20% depending on customer set. Reward paid directly to Business Partner by IBM.

Value Advantage Plus Standard
(VAP)

Up-front incentive paid at time of order based on pre-approved Business Partner solution. Varies from 10-20%
depending on customer set.

Value Advantage Plus Government
(VAP GOV’T)

Up-front incentive paid at time of order. Varies from 10-20% depending on customer set.

Software Value Plus (SVP) Industry
and Capability Authorization

Rewards Business Partners for sale of pre-approved solutions. Varies from 10-20% depending on customer set.
Reward paid directly to Business Partner by IBM.

Software Value Plus (SVP) Rewards Rewards Business Partners for making the extra investment it takes to identify new or reactivated customers and
for New or Reactivated Customers fulfill the opportunity for the first sale and any additional sale for up to a year after the first sales order. Reward
paid directly to Business Partner by IBM.
IBM Renewal Value Incentive (RVI)

RVI is an incentive to IBM Software Business Partners offered on fulfillment of Subscription & Support
(S&S) to recognize on-time renewals and their continued value add to the IBM-user relationship. Varies from
8 – 15% depending on customer set and rewarded at time of transaction.

*Important notice on all information regarding Software On-Premise channel margins and incentive payments:
• IBM Distributors shall have sole discretion in determining the amount of rebate the Distributor provides the Reseller, if any. Resellers should discuss the rebate directly
with their Distributor as discounts may vary.
• Availability of Business Partner incentives and programs vary by geographic region.
• Incentive payout rates can vary by geographic region.
• Check your local incentive operating guides for details specific to your region.
This information is subject to change by IBM at any time without notice.
December 20, 2016
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SaaS incentives at a glance
IBM SaaS Instant Rebate

Rewards Business Partners for the initial landing of an IBM SaaS hosted customer

IBM SaaS – Stay Engaged

Rewards Business Partners for nurturing and extending or renewing an eligible SaaS part type

IBM SaaS – Long Term Commit

Rewards Business Partners for the initial landing of an IBM SaaS hosted customer

Hardware/Reseller incentives at a glance
Quarterly performance-based
rebate

IBM Systems hardware Competency Specialist and Expert Solution Providers (SPs) will earn a payout calculated
as a percentage of their quarterly sales-out revenue performance for products obtained via their preferred
Distributor. A quarterly performance-based rebate is also awarded to non-Competency (PGI) participants,
though at a lower amount than for a Competency participant.

Growth Vouchers

•• Part of the benefits package awarded to IBM Business Partners who have achieved the IBM Server Systems
or the IBM Storage Systems Competency
•• Also awarded to non-Competency Business Partners who are in the IBM Business Partner Growth
Incentive (PGI)

Business Growth Funds

IBM Systems’ premier investment incentive that provides a predictable pool of funds to assist IBM Business
Partners in creating new market opportunities, building your IBM Server and Storage-based Solution sales
pipeline, and supporting your efforts to win new business and develop your capabilities
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On-premise Incentives
Business Partner Lead Model (BPLM) Software

Description/Benefits to
Business Partner

Rewards Business Partners at a rate of 15% for marketing and reselling designated IBM software licenses to an eligible set of prospective End Users, which may include new
prospects, existing End Users, or both.

Program criteria (terms &
conditions)

•

IBM PartnerWorld Membership

•

Authorization via Software Value Incentive to resell the requested Product Groups

•

Open Product Eligibility, as applicable

•

Business Partner applies and receives SVI Payment

•

IBM processes quarterly and sends payments directly to Business Partner approximately eight weeks after quarter end

•

In most countries, payments are made directly to the Business Partner by either check or electronic funds transfer (ETF)

How to receive rewards

Supporting links

ibm.com/partnerworld/businesspartnerledmodel

Availability

Worldwide
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SVP Rewards for New or Reactivated Customers
Description/Benefits to
Business Partner

Rewards Business Partners at a rate of 25% for making the extra investment it takes to identify new or reactivated customers and fulfill the opportunity for the first sale and
any additional sale for up to a year after the first sales order.

How to register/participate

•

Must have SVI approved opportunity in GPP

•

Complete and submit a SVP New or Reactivated Customer Verification Request Form and receive approval

•

Fulfill the opportunity

•

Requires SVI payment of approved SVI opportunity

•

IBM PartnerWorld Membership

•

Authorization via Software Value Incentive to resell the requested Product Groups

•

Open Product Eligibility, as applicable

•

Business Partner applies and receives SVI Payment

•

Send Sales order number to BPLMHELP@us.ibm.com

•

IBM processes quarterly and sends payments directly to Business Partner approximately eight weeks after quarter end

•

In most countries, payments are made directly to the Business Partner by either check or electronic funds transfer (ETF)

Program criteria (terms &
conditions)

How to receive rewards

Supporting links

ibm.com/partnerworld/SVPRewardsNew

Availability

Worldwide
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Software Value Plus (SVP) Industry and Capability Authorization
Description/Benefits to
Business Partner

IBM Business Partners sell repeatable applications and service practices / methodologies enabled by IBM software to provide both industry-specific and cross-industry
solutions to their customers.
Being approved for SVP Industry and SVP Capability Authorization entitles Business Partners to earn the SVP Solution Incentive when selling their solutions that drive the
sale of IBM software to end-user customers.
Additional benefits include use of the SVP Industry and SVP Capability Solution mark and inclusion in the Global Solutions Directory Business Partner Application Showcase.

How to register/participate

Business Partner completes and submits an application form available at the SVP Industry / Capability Authorization website being applied for

Program criteria (terms &
conditions)

•

Business Partner solution contains IBM products specific to the SVP solution applying for

•

Business Partner is SVP authorized for these products

•

Solution published in the IBM Global Solutions Directory

•

Solution has been approved either by board review or as a Verified Business Partner Solution

•

Client references approved by IBM

How to receive rewards

Commercial sale
GPP opportunity eligibility registration and payment claim required. SVP Solution Incentive earned as a post-sale fee payment.
Public Sector
Business Partner must be the software reseller. Submitted/approved as a special bid and SVP Solution Incentive passed as additional discount at time of sale.

Supporting links

Availability

•

SVP web page: ibm.co/2cGGOnX

•

SVP Authorization web page: ibm.co/2cC137v

Worldwide
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IBM Renewal Value Incentive (RVI)
Description/Benefits to
Business Partner

RVI is an additional incentive to IBM Software Business Partners which is offered on fulfillment of Subscription & Support (S&S) to recognize their continued value add to the
IBM End User relationship, provided the same software Business Partner received a value incentive on the original, new software license sold on or after January 1, 2008.
It is designed to protect the long-term value relationships that End Users have with IBM and their IBM Business Partners. Since RVI is only offered to Business Partners who
received a value incentive on the original license, only those Business Partners will have the opportunity for higher rewards.

How to register/participate

Business Partners must be members of PartnerWorld and in good standing in either Software Value Incentive (SVI), SVP Solutions, Value Advantage Plus or Value Advantage
Plus for Government and be authorized in Software Value Plus.
Business Partners in Open Distribution countries where Software Value Incentive is available are required to sign the SVP Business Partner Agreement (BPA) prior to
requesting the incentive. The contract will be made available through standard IBM PartnerWorld processes. In addition, these Business Partners must meet the criteria for
approval for the renewal’s Product Group(s) through Software Value Incentive or Value Advantage Plus.

Program criteria (terms &
conditions)

RVI is an additional incentive to IBM Software Business Partners which is offered on fulfillment of Subscription & Support (S&S) to recognize their continued value add to
the IBM End User relationship, provided the same software Business Partner received a value incentive on the original, new software license sold on or after January 1, 2008.
The Value Incentives include: Software Value Incentive, SVP Small Deals, SVP Solutions (Industry or Capability), Value Advantage Plus, Value Advantage Plus for Government
and Expedited Rewards for Security Systems (not available in all geographies).
RVI can be claimed up to a maximum of the quantity of original licenses which were sold with value.
•

A Business Partner must be currently approved in the Product Group(s) for which RVI is requested.

•

A Business Partner needs to have demonstrated continued strong relationships and ongoing coverage to the user and the user’s relationship with IBM since the last
renewal for that license was processed or the original license was sold, whichever is the latest.

•

The order must be submitted to IBM by the Preferred Distributor on time (before the renewal line item start date).

•

The incentive must be requested by the Business Partner’s Preferred Distributor on the order to IBM.

By Software Subscription & Support (S&S), we are referring to the S&S offered through Passport Advantage or Passport Advantage Express, including multi-year renewals,
and sold with a Part Type of SW Subscription and Support Renewal. As a reminder, the Part Type description is available in the Distributed Software Price Book.
Exclusions: The following are not eligible to be claimed under RVI: subsequent term renewals for Software as a Service, subsequent fixed term licenses, software
reinstatements, appliance renewals with any part type other than SW Subscription and Support Renewal, and any renewal offered through a Support Provider.
How to receive rewards

Offered as a rebate at the time of sale. Must be requested by the Business Partner’s Preferred Distributor on the order when it is sent to IBM. Order must be on or before the
renewals line item start date.

Supporting links

ibm.com/partnerworld/renewalvalueincentive

Availability

Worldwide
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Solution Accelerator Incentive (SAI)
Description/Benefits to
Business Partner

SAI rewards the simultaneous sale by IBM Business Partners of eligible IBM servers and/or storage with eligible IBM software products. This incentive has a base reward
and a solution bonus reward.

How to register/participate

No program registration requirements—just meet requirements of program to get incentive; no “onboarding” to program
1.

Business Partner contacts their software or hardware Distributor and provides:
•

The necessary Sales Documentation

•

The Business Partner confirmation letter (for Solution Bonus only)

•

The contact information for the Distributor of IBM hardware products

•

Any other information the Distributor requires

2. Distributor completes an IBM SAI Claim Form and submits it with all necessary information to IBM for processing
Program criteria (terms &
conditions)

Base Reward
Eligible transactions must:
•

Include one or more eligible hardware products and one or more eligible software products in a sale to an eligible End User

•

Be sold by a single Business Partner

•

Be a Single Sale which is defined as:
–– A single invoice, or multiple invoices, all within 15 days of each other, to an End User
–– If the invoices do not meet the 15-day rule, then the Business Partner must also provide Purchase Orders (POs) dated within 15 days of each other.

•

Be sold to a Single Enterprise. An Enterprise is any legal entity and the subsidiaries it owns by more than 50%. The term “Enterprise” applies only to the portion of the
Enterprise located in the country of the transaction or as specified by IBM within a group of countries.

•

Be USD 20,000 (or local currency equivalent) revenue or greater to be considered for an SAI reward (Minimum Revenue Rule). The eligible revenue amount for:
–– Hardware, is the net amount invoiced by IBM for eligible products
–– Software, is the approximated customer entitled price or special bid price as calculated by IBM for eligible products

•

IBM Hardware and IBM Software must each be at least 30% of claimed revenue value (Minimum Contribution Rule).

Solution Bonus and Base Reward
Eligible transactions must meet the same terms and conditions as the Base Reward except as specified below.
•

Must include products as specified in the defined solution in sale to an eligible End User.
–– The solution bonus payment only applies to the specified software in the defined solution.
–– The base can include other eligible products, however, they do not qualify for the Solution Bonus payment.

•

A Solution Bonus may be claimed by either a single Business Partner or two Business Partners teaming where one sells the hardware and the other sells the software.

•

Business Partner(s) provide a confirmation letter that confirms the Software products will be deployed on the hardware or in support of the hardware.

How to receive rewards

Claim is paid as a credit note to Distributor, who is responsible for passing to the Business Partner

Supporting links

The SAI web site at ibm.co/1TXP53o contains the official software parts, hardware and solutions lists.

Availability

Worldwide
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Software Value Incentive (SVI)
Description/Benefits to
Business Partner

Software Value Incentive (SVI) recognizes and rewards Business Partners for their performance in the opportunity identification and sell steps of the sales cycle.
SVI has two elements:
•

An opportunity identification incentive (Identify incentive fee) for identifying and qualifying new customer opportunities for eligible IBM Software products

•

A sell incentive (Sell incentive fee) for developing and delivering compelling value propositions proofs of concept, etc. that result in customers selecting eligible IBM Software products

Each element has two components:

How to register/participate

•

A base fee for all eligible transactions

•

A premium fee for transactions sold to End Users that are designated by IBM as general businesses (GB Accounts), i.e. Enterprise Non-Select or Commercial

Incentive fees are paid directly to the Business Partner.
Participate in SVI
All Business Partners will be required to electronically agree to and accept the SVI terms and conditions. In some countries, a hand-signed copy of the terms and conditions
is also required; Appendix D in SVI Operations Guide lists countries that require this, and for further information.
Only the Business Partner’s Authorized Profile Administrator (APA) in the headquarters location can accept the SVI Terms and Conditions and submit the SVI Enrollment
Form. The steps required to complete this process are:
1.

Sign in to your PartnerWorld Profile at ibm.com/partnerworld/partnertools; the PartnerWorld Profile Page is displayed with the list of profiles which the APA is authorized to update.

2. On the PartnerWorld Profile Page, select Relationship Management from the left navigation pane.
3. On the Relationship Management page, click the hyperlink for Software Value Incentive.
4. On the Software Value Incentive Page, select the Country Enterprise profile in which you wish to enroll. The Software Value Incentive Agreement is displayed.
5. After you click the Software Value Incentive link you can review and accept the IBM PartnerWorld Agreement – International Software Value Incentive Offering
Attachment (Software Value Incentive Terms and Conditions). This document can also be downloaded for printing.
6. After reading the terms and conditions click I Agree to accept the Software Value Incentive Terms and Conditions. The individual from the Business Partner firm who
agrees to the terms and conditions must have the authority to make commitments on behalf of that Business Partner firm.
7.

You will now be presented with the SVI Enrollment form. The first information requested will be selection of a preferred Distributor (called the “Designated Software
Distributor” in the enrollment form). If a Business Partner is enrolled in Value Advantage Plus they must use the same preferred Distributor for SVI. Business Partners may
only change their preferred Distributor once in a 12-month period; 30 days written notice notice is required. See the section Selecting/Changing a Preferred Distributor in
the SVI Supplementary Materials for further information.

8. You must now select the first Product Group for which you wish to apply for SVI authorization. To do this, click Add a Product Group; a dropdown list of Product Groups
(both open distribution and those in authorized distribution will be presented.) The initial SVI application will only allow the selection of one Product Group prior to submission.
After the Business Partner has have selected a Product Group, they must click Save. This will complete the SVI enrollment form and submit it to IBM for review.
9. Complete the online Global Compliance Questionnaire and register for Integrity Training.
10. The enrollment form is automatically sent to the IBM SVI operations team for review. The confirmation number, which is displayed after the Business Partner Clicks Save
is the only confirmation that they submitted an SVI Enrollment Form correctly; therefore, they should print a copy for their records.
11. Business Partners who wish to immediately request approval for SVI authorization for additional Product Groups may do so at this point (before their initial application is
approved); see the section “Requesting Approval for Additional Product Groups”.
12. Once a Product Group is approved, it is an overnight update to the Global Partner Portal system before an SVI opportunity for that Product Group may be created and
submitted to SVI.
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To be authorized to for SVI in a Product Group, a Business Partner must:
•

For products which are part of Software Value Plus: have at least one (1) qualifying sales mastery and at least two (2) qualifying technical certifications and/or technical
sales mastery in that Product Group

•

For products in open distribution: have at least one (1) qualifying sales mastery and at least two (2) qualifying technical certifications and/or technical sales mastery in
that product’s Brand/Business unit

IBM Software Value Incentive attachment to the IBM PartnerWorld Agreement
The terms of this attachment modify and prevail over the terms of the IBM PartnerWorld Agreement, International Basic General Terms.
Under the terms of this attachment, you can receive fees for activities you perform which eventually result in the sale of eligible products and which meet the requirements of
an eligible transaction.
Unless IBM specifies otherwise, you can have only one IBM Software Value Incentive enrollment per country within your enterprise for participation in this offering.
As specified in the Operations Guide at: ibm.co/2cGIYUt, you agree to notify IBM in writing if your enterprise is participating in IBM programs or offerings identified in the
Operations Guide as being mutually exclusive. If you participate under the terms of this attachment, you cannot participate in a mutually exclusive program unless otherwise
specified in the Operations Guide.
1.

Definitions:
a. Eligible products: The products that IBM specifies to you under “SVI eligible product list” in the Operations Guide.
b. Eligible transactions: Sales of eligible products to End Users, where the opportunity for such sale was submitted to IBM and approved for this offering according
to IBM’s instructions and meets the requirements described in the Operations Guide. However, IBM excludes all transactions covered under any IBM OEM
agreement and any other exclusions or restricted transaction types specified in the Operations Guide.
c. End user: Anyone, who is not part of the enterprise of which you are a part, who acquires products for its own use and not for resale.
d. IBM Sales order date: The date a sales order is created within the IBM ordering system as the result of IBM’s receipt of a purchase order, which has been issued to
IBM in connection with an eligible transaction.
e. Operations Guide: Details, processes, procedures and other pertinent information and requirements, which IBM provides to you in one or more published forms or
through our electronic information systems or a combination of both, for the IBM Software Value Incentive offering for which you are approved.

2. Our relationship you agree:
a. To provide a single point of contact, as specified in the Operations Guide.
b. To give IBM prompt written notice (unless precluded by law or regulation) of any material change or anticipated change to the information supplied in your
application to participate. Upon notification of such change or in the event of failure to give notice of such change, IBM can at its sole discretion immediately
terminate this attachment.
c. To retain records of eligible transactions, as specified in the Operations Guide, for a minimum of three years.
d. If you change distributors, to advise IBM in writing at least 30 days in advance of such change, as specified in the Operations Guide.
e. To submit the sales opportunity to IBM in the time frame and format as specified in the Operations Guide.
f.

To provide IBM with required supporting documentation in the time period described in the Operations Guide.

g. To monitor the Operations Guide on a regular basis for changes to the listing of eligible products.
h. As notification of IBM’s approval of your participation in the IBM Software Value Incentive offering, IBM can forward information you provide to us in the IBM
Software Value Incentive application and other information that you can otherwise provide to confirm your eligibility or identify marketing opportunities (for example,
current certifications and transaction activity) to the IBM Distributor you have designated. You also agree to obtain any consents needed so that IBM can use the
information you provide to us for the intended purpose.
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Fees and payment

Any fee IBM pays to you will be for Eligible Transactions and will be based on activities you perform during the sales cycle, as described in the Operations Guide.
You earn the fee when the order, which meets the criteria of an Eligible Transaction, is processed by IBM and IBM receives from you the required documentation, as specified
in the Operations Guide.
IBM specifies fee calculations under the “Fee calculation” section of the Operations Guide. The timetable on which we pay the fees is quarterly, as specified in the
Operations Guide.
In countries where required, you agree to submit a request for payment to us for the amount and in the format and time frame we specify. Payment processes will be
specified in the Operations Guide.
If for any reason an eligible product you marketed is returned to us or if IBM either overpays you or pays you a fee which is later determined by IBM to be unearned, you agree
to reimburse IBM the amount of such fee or overpayment upon IBM’s notice to you and within the time frame IBM specifies in such notice.
tIf you receive a fee for a transaction, you are ineligible to receive fees for the same transaction under any other offerings.
IBM can withhold the fees earned under this offering if you owe IBM funds either under this offering or for another IBM program or offering.
It is your responsibility to complete any legally required, or otherwise commercially appropriate (for example, as requested by your client) disclosure in writing to the end user
regarding any requested fee or other compensation under this agreement and provide us with a copy of such disclosure, on request.
You will not be eligible for any fees or other compensation under this agreement for any sales when such compensation would violate any law or regulation, including any anti
bribery and anti-kickback rules and regulations.
Unless IBM otherwise expressly agrees in writing, you will not be eligible for any fees or other compensation under this agreement for any sales to a public sector end user. A
public sector end user shall be defined as (i) the government of any country, state, province, city, county, town, territory or other municipality within the geographic scope, (ii)
any corporation, educational institution or other entity that is owned or controlled by, or subject to the procurement regulations of, any entity in subsection (i) immediately
above and (iii) any prime contractor who holds a contract with any entity in subsections (i) and (ii), immediately above. The following entities are not public sector end user:
privately owned and controlled (1) utility companies (2) hospitals and (3) research institutes that operate using non-government funds.
In the event you violate any of the provisions of this section, IBM is not liable to pay you fees or other compensation for the subject transaction, and if we have already paid
you such fees or other compensation, you agree to repay it promptly on demand.
2. Liability
For purposes of this attachment, the first sentence of the second paragraph of the liability section of the PartnerWorld Agreement international is revised as follows:
In the event of a default in the performance of this agreement, including fundamental breach, tort, negligence, or misrepresentation a) either party will only be liable to the
other for any actual direct damages in the aggregate up to the greater of USD 25,000 (or its equivalent in local currency) or the amounts of fees paid or payable as provided
in the fees and payment section of this attachment and b) neither of us will be liable for any lost profits, business, revenue, goodwill or anticipated savings, special, indirect,
incidental or for any economical consequential damages, even if advised of their possibility.
(All other terms of the liability section of the IBM PartnerWorld Agreement international, basic general terms apply.)
3. Changes to this attachment and term of this attachment
The effective date of this attachment is the date IBM accepts it. This attachment can be terminated as provided in the PartnerWorld Agreement international basic general
terms. IBM can change the terms of this attachment on one month’s written notice to you.
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Geographic scope

You agree that the rights, duties and obligations of both of us are valid only in the country in which we provide, and you accept, benefits under this attachment.
2. Acceptance of terms
You accept the terms of this attachment by signing it or another document that incorporates it (by hand or electronically). Once signed, i) any reproduction of this attachment
made by reliable means (for example, electronic image, photocopy or facsimile) is considered an original and ii) all transactions under this attachment are subject to it.

How to receive rewards

For a Business Partners to receive SVI Fees, please see below details about Eligible Opportunities, End Users and Payment Requests.
Opportunity Eligibility
•

The first Business Partner to register and submit a validated opportunity to IBM for SVI eligibility determination, where the opportunity was not previously registered by
IBM, will be eligible to receive the SVI Identify and Sell incentive fees for a specific opportunity. If IBM had previously registered the opportunity then the first Business
Partner that submits a validated registered opportunity for SVI eligibility determination, where the Business Partner is either assigned the opportunity by IBM or is listed
as a ‘sales resource’ for the opportunity by IBM, will be eligible to receive the SVI Sell incentive fee but not the Identify Incentive fee.

•

Business Partners must demonstrate active selling engagement with the customer for the IBM products by providing supporting documentation that shows their
activities that contributed to the customer’s decision (Eligible Sales Documentation).

•

The customer must complete the acquisition of the products.

•

The customer must be an Eligible End User (See list of Eligible End Users below)

SVI fees are earned independently of how the transaction is fulfilled.
End User Eligibility
Eligible End Users include anyone in the country for which the Business Partner has been SVI approved, who is not part of the Business Partner’s Enterprise and who is
acquiring products for their own use and not for resale.
The following exclusions apply:
•

Government Owned Entities are ineligible End Users.

•

IBM Corporation or any entity which IBM owns more than 50% is an ineligible End User for SVI.

•

Business Partners that acquire products, directly from IBM or a Distributor, via the IBM International Passport Advantage Agreement – Attachment for Service Providers
(xSP) for their own use to enable information technology services (e.g., web hosting services) to third-party customer End Users outside their own Enterprise are not
eligible to receive SVI fees for these products.

If an opportunity is approved for SVI eligibility, but later in the SVI review process it is determined that the End User is ineligible, then the transaction becomes ineligible
immediately. SVI fee payments made in error to ineligible transactions are subject to recovery.
Payment Requests Eligibility
To receive SVI Fees Business Partners must submit an Approved Opportunity for Payment. In order to be eligible for payment, the following must be true:
•

If required, sales documentation was provided and was accepted by IBM as Eligible Sales Documentation

•

The opportunity was submitted for SVI payment before the opportunity expiration date

•

A sales order was identified within the IBM ordering system which represents a sale resulting from an opportunity which was eligible for participation

•

The opportunity was submitted for SVI eligibility at least 15 calendar days before the IBM Sales Order date

•

The date on which the opportunity was submitted for SVI payment must be within 30 calendar days before the IBM Sales Order date or 60 calendar days after the IBM
Sales Order date
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•

The sum of the line items in the sales order that are eligible for SVI payment must be equal to or greater than the minimum sales order threshold (Appendix A has a list of
minimum sales order thresholds which apply in each country)

•

When the SVI Business Partner is also fulfilling the opportunity, then the order must have been placed through their Preferred Distributor

Only Eligible Opportunities will receive SVI fee payments.
The IBM Sales Order date is the date on which a sales order is created within the IBM ordering system as the result of IBM’s receipt of a purchase order. At quarter end, the
order must be time stamped no later than midnight of the last day of the quarter and standard IBM accrual timelines will apply.
SVI fees are calculated at the Revenue record level according to the following fee table:
SVI Fees

Identify

Sell

(Fee Payment)

(Fee Payment)

Base

5%

5%

Premium for GB* (Enterprise Non-Select or Commercial)

+5%

+5%

* End-User customers designated as ISU for Business Partner incentives = Computer Services to earn Premium for GB
SVI fees are paid for either Identify and Sell activities or for Sell Only activities. An opportunity cannot be approved for Identify fees only.
The numbers shown on this table are additive. For example, if a revenue record is approved for Identify and Sell, and the end user is not a GB end user, then the total SVI
percentage will be 10% (5% for Identify plus 5% for Sell). In a similar case where the end user was a GB end user, the total SVI fee percentage would be 20% (5% for Identify
plus a 5% identify premium for a GB end user plus 5% for Sell plus a 5% sell premium for a GB end user).
The appropriate percentage is applied to the Transaction Value of the sales order lines which were “matched” to the Revenue record during the payment request review
process.
There are two other factors which are considered in deriving the final SVI payment amount:
1.

The brand family forecast amount of the Revenue record

2. Whether or not the SVI Business Partner also received a VAP rebate on any sales order lines which were “matched” to the Revenue record
If the Transaction Value of the sum of the sales order lines which were “matched” to the Revenue record during the payment request review process is greater than the
brand family forecast uplifted by 25%, then the SVI fee will be paid on the forecast uplifted by 25%. So for example, if the total Transaction Value of the sales order lines is
20,000, but the brand family forecast for that Revenue record was 10,000, then the SVI fee will be based on a total of 12,500 (10,000 * 1.25).
If the SVI Business Partner also received a Value Advantage Plus rebate or an SVP Solution Incentive fee payment on one or more sales order lines which were “matched” to
the Revenue record, then only the Identify fee percentages will be applied to those line items. In cases where the SVI Business Partner was approved for Sell Only for the
Revenue record, then no fee will be paid. A different Business Partner receiving a Value Advantage Plus rebate or SVP Solution Incentive fee payment does not preclude the
SVI Business Partner from earning SVI Identify and Sell fees.
Supporting links

Availability

•

SVI web site: ibm.com/partnerworld/softwarevalueincentive

•

SVI operations guides and attachments can be found under the Resources tab of the SVI web site: ibm.com/partnerworld/softwarevalueincentive

Worldwide
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Value Advantage Plus Standard (VAP)

Value Advantage Plus Government (VAP GOV’T)

Description/Benefits to
Business Partner

Up-front rebate paid at time of order from their Preferred
Distributor

Description/Benefits to
Business Partner

Up-front additional discount paid at time of order from their
Preferred Distributor

How to register/participate

Business Partner fills out VAP standard application found in
PartnerWorld

How to register/participate

Business Partner reads VAP GOV registration guide and fills out
VAP application per registration instructions found on PW

Program criteria (terms &
conditions)

Business Partner provides to their End User Value Add Services
that must equal 20% of total billings (Software + Value Add SVC)

Program criteria (terms &
conditions)

Business Partner must show sales documentation that supports
their efforts during the sales cycle/transactions

How to receive rewards

VAD is paid at time of order via SAP System—VAD passes
additional rebate to Business Partner

How to receive rewards

VAD is paid at time of order via SAP System—VAD passes
additional discount to Business Partner

Supporting links

ibm.com/partnerworld/valueadvantageplus

Supporting links

ibm.com/partnerworld/valueadvantageplus

Availability

Worldwide

Availability

Worldwide
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SaaS Incentives
Name of Incentive

IBM SaaS Instant Rebate

What are we rewarding?

Rewards Business Partners for the initial landing of an IBM SaaS hosted customer

What do resellers have to do?

Sell an eligible SaaS part type

How much instant rebate is available?

15% non-industry/5% industry

When is the rebate first paid by IBM?

First invoice to the End User

How often do resellers get paid?

Determined by Distributor; assume same as the billing cycle

How do resellers receive this incentive?

Instant rebate

What are the eligible SaaS part types?

•

SSOD – SaaS On-Demand

•

SSSMA – SaaS Subscription with Support

•

SSSMAN – SaaS Subscription No Support

•

SSDP – SaaS Daily Part

•

SSMAHE – SaaS Hybrid Entitlement

Are Open products eligible?

Yes, if applicable

How can the reseller maximize earnings?

Sell a subscription longer than 24 months or add onto or expand the initial subscription

Supporting links on PartnerWorld:

•

IBM Cloud: ibm.co/2cGFy40

•

SaaS Reseller Incentives: ibm.co/2cVftgR

Link to the list of eligible SVP SaaS part numbers:

ibm.co/2ctSZoS

Availability

Worldwide
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IBM SaaS – Stay Engaged

What are we rewarding?

Rewards Business Partners for nurturing and extending or renewing an eligible SaaS part type

What do resellers have to do?

Sell an eligible SaaS part type

How much instant rebate is available?

15% non-industry/5% industry

When is the rebate first paid by IBM?

Extension or renewal beyond 12 months

How often do resellers get paid?

Same as the billing cycle

How do resellers receive this incentive?

Instant rebate

What are the eligible SaaS part types?

•

SSOD – SaaS On-Demand

•

SSSMA – SaaS Subscription with Support

•

SSSMAN – SaaS Subscription No Support

•

SSDP – SaaS Daily Part

•

SSMAHE – SaaS Hybrid Entitlement

Are Open products eligible?

Yes, if applicable

How can the reseller maximize earnings?

Add onto or expand the initial subscription

Supporting links on PartnerWorld:

•

IBM Cloud: ibm.co/2cGFy40

•

SaaS Reseller Incentives: ibm.co/1XctGsX

Link to the list of eligible SVP SaaS part numbers:

ibm.co/2ctSZoS

Availability

Worldwide
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IBM SaaS – Long Term Commit

What are we rewarding?

Rewards Business Partners for the initial landing of an IBM SaaS hosted customer

What do resellers have to do?

Sell an eligible SaaS part type

How much instant rebate is available?

5% (all customer segments) NOTE: USD 25,000 payment limit per End User sale, per quarter

When is the rebate first paid by IBM?

From the first invoice of a transaction with terms longer than 24 months or upon renewal of contract beyond 24 months

How often do resellers get paid?

Quarterly

How do resellers receive this incentive?

Back-end rebate paid by IBM to reseller (check or ETF)

What are the eligible SaaS part types?

•

SSOD – SaaS On-Demand

•

SSSMA – SaaS Subscription with Support

•

SSSMAN – SaaS Subscription No Support

•

SSDP – SaaS Daily Part

•

SSMAHE – SaaS Hybrid Entitlement

•

SSSOVG – SaaS Subscription Overage

•

SSUSAG – SaaS Usage (pay as you go)

Are Open products eligible?

Yes, if applicable

How can the reseller maximize earnings?

Add onto or expand the initial subscription

Supporting links on PartnerWorld:

•

IBM Cloud: ibm.co/2cGFy40

•

SaaS Reseller Incentives: ibm.co/1XctGsX

Link to the list of eligible SVP SaaS part numbers:

ibm.co/1rf1s2N

Availability

Worldwide
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Hardware/Reseller incentives
Quarterly
Performance Bonus

IBM Systems Hardware Solution Providers (SPs) will earn a payout calculated as a percentage of their quarterly sales-out revenue performance for products obtained via their
Preferred Distributor. The actual amount is announced within a region and IBM Systems Hardware Competency SPs will earn a higher amount at all achievement levels compared
to a SP that has not yet achieved Competency.
Targets will be calculated and issued via the IBM Business Partner Growth Incentive (PGI). You are encouraged to review your targets and achievement within each quarterly
period by visiting the IBM PGI web site at: ibm.com/partnerworld/pgi
This benefit becomes available at the start of the quarter in which you complete your one-time registration to PGI. If you achieve your Competency within month 1 of a quarter, the
higher earnings amount related to IBM Systems Hardware Competency will roll-back to the start of the same quarter, if you achieve your Competency during month 2 or month 3
of the quarter, the higher earnings amount will roll-forward to the start of the following quarter.
Note: IBM Systems operates a Preferred Distributor model. In order to qualify for Power Systems and System Storage incentives, each SP is required to select their Preferred
Distributor. Only purchases made from the Preferred Distributor will be counted towards incentives.

Skills Bonus

SPs who have not yet achieved IBM Systems Competency may be presented with a series of capabilities targets per Partner Growth Incentive (PGI) track to help progress toward
IBM Systems Hardware Competency. Achievement of the full skills roadmap in any track results in completion of the certification requirements for the related IBM Systems
Hardware Competency. Up to USD 1,000 can be earned for each successfully achieved capabilities target.

Business Growth
Funds (BGF)

BGF is IBM Systems Hardware’s premier investment incentive which is designed to provide a predictable pool of funds to assist you in creating new market opportunities, building your IBM
Server – and Storage-based Solution sales pipeline, supporting your efforts to win new business and develop your capabilities. IBM Systems hardware Competency Specialist and Expert
SPs are eligible to receive BGF based on their achieved Competency level.
Check local announcements for full details of how much BGF will be provided and how to access this benefit via the Incentives and Promotions pages in IBM PartnerWporld at ibm.co/2ctVZyj.
The full year BGF for Specialist level achievement is planned to be USD 10,000 and it is USD 20,000 for Expert level.
Note: Systems Hardware BGF is 100% paid by IBM, with no match required of the qualifying SP. Benefits are provided to eligible SPs as one allocation across all IBM Systems platforms.

IBM Business Partner
Growth Incentive (PGI)

IBM PGI is designed to reward IBM Business Partners (BPs) who make an investment in IBM skills and certifications and have the ability to successfully sell and deploy IBM solutions.
IBM PGI can also offer you a structured path to progress toward becoming part of a select international community of IBM Systems hardware Competency Business Partners.
Key features
• Available to all IBM BPs with a valid IBM Solution Provider Business Partner Agreement (BPA)
• Achieve against quarterly revenue growth targets and earn rebates
• Complete defined IBM Certifications and receive a skills bonus
• Receive Education Growth Vouchers to help build your skills
• Continue to make your skills and revenue targets and progress toward Competency
Eligibility criteria
• Available to all IBM BP firms who have a Solution Provider BPA for IBM Power and/or IBM Storage
• Receive PGI benefits for the IBM offering in which you do not yet have a Competency
Getting started
1. Complete a one-time registration when you login, to PGI at ibm.com/partnerworld/pgi using your IBM PartnerWorld credentials
2. Agree to the PGI Terms & Conditions
3. Achieve the targets for Revenue and Skills for your firm
4. Earn rewards after the end of each quarterly period
Note: Check for availability of this offering in your region at the PGI web site

Availability

Worldwide
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Using the identity system
Business Partner recognition at a glance
Who are they for?

Qualified Business Partners

What is the value to my firm?

Provides a visual to promote your IBM relationship and expertise

How do you get them?

Membership Marks
•• Available to all Platinum, Gold, and Silver Business Partners
•• Available to Registered Business Partners with a Business Partner Agreement (BPA), Verified Client Solution*, or
Verified Service in the Global Solution Directory
Certificates
•• A certificate noting membership level is available to Platinum, Gold, and Silver Business Partners.
•• A certificate for each Competency (Expert and Specialist) is available to qualified Business Partners.
•• A certificate is available to Global Training Providers.

What types of marks are
available?

•• Membership level base marks available for Platinum, Gold, and Silver membership levels and for Registered
Business Partners that meet qualifications.
•• Achievement text can be added to the base mark: Competencies, authorizations, Ready for, Global Training
Providers, Business Partner Innovation Center, and awards.

What types of certificates are
available?

•• Membership level certificates for Platinum, Gold, and Silver
•• Competency certificate noting type of Competency and expert or specialist designation
•• Global Training Provider certificate

Terms and Conditions

••
••
••
••
••

Must remain a member in good standing in PartnerWorld
Must continue to meet the mark qualifications
May use the Licensed Mark only as provided in the Attachment and Supplement for the Use of IBM Trademarks
Agree to display and use the Mark solely in the form, manner, and style shown in the graphics files provided by IBM
Comply with the Usage Guidelines for use of the Licensed Mark and Certificate

*Solution as defined in Embedded Solutions Agreement (ESA) not eligible.
December 20, 2016
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How to market the mark

The IBM Business Partner mark – a symbol of excellence
The Business Partner identity system is emblematic of the value of your
relationship with IBM to your clients, network, suppliers, and other Business Partners.
Made up of Business Partner marks and certificates, the identity system:
• Highlights your company’s dedication to the pursuit of excellence
• Demonstrates your company’s commitment to the newest technological solutions
• Validates your level of program participation

Type of mark

Table of contents
Fueling your growth

Accessing marks and certificates

Requirement to achieve mark

Platinum mark

Achieve Platinum level

Gold mark

Achieve Gold level

The specific level name
The PartnerWorld imagery
The words “Business Partner”
The IBM 8-bar logo
Note: the stand-alone IBM 8-bar logo is primarily reserved for use by IBM and
is not available for use by IBM Business Partners.

Image of the base mark

Gold
Business Partner

The base mark
•
•
•
•
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There are two types of marks available to Business Partners: the base mark
and achievements.
The base mark for each membership level includes:

57

Silver mark

Achieve Silver level

Silver
Business Partner
Registered mark

Business Partner Agreement (BPA),
Verified Client Solution* or Service
in Global Solutions Directory

Registered
Business Partner

*Solution as defined in Embedded Solutions Agreement (ESA) not eligible.
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Achievements
Achievements are enhancements to the base Business Partner mark that represent specific authorizations, Competencies, or awards and demonstrate the breadth
and depth of your relationship with IBM and your specific areas of expertise. In combination with the Business Partner mark for Platinum, Gold, Silver, and Registered
Business Partners, achievements can include:
• Authorizations, e.g., Authorized Software Value Plus, Authorized Systems, and Storage
• Competencies
• Ready for; a technical validation of a solution
• Global Training Provider*
• Business Partner Innovation Center (North America only)
• Awards
• Value Added Distributors*
These marks will use the IBM Business Partner mark without a membership level designation
Usage guidelines
• Achievements can be listed individually or you can create any combination of Competencies, awards, authorizations, etc.
• We recommend that you list only those achievements that directly apply to the project for which you’re creating the mark.

Achievement types (examples)
Competency
Authorized Software Value Plus
Authorized
Authorized Systems & Storage
Ready for
Awards
Global Training Provider

Silver
Business Partner
Authorized
Power Systems
Storage

Gold
Business Partner
Authorized Software
Advanced Analytics
Assets & Operations
Security

Beacon Award
Winner 2017

Expert
API Connect
Marketing
Workload Automation
Specialist
Counter Fraud Management
Enterprise Integration

Business Partner Innovation Center

Figure 4: Examples of Achievement marks
December 20, 2016
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Home | XYZ inc.

http://xyzinc.com

Google

Web Help Desk

The current IBM Business Partner Identity System Guidelines document
(ibm.co/2ctVZyj) is available today for your reference. General guidelines for
using marks include:
Use marks as provided, without alteration of proportion or colors
Follow usage guidelines for size, scale, placement, coloration, and typography
Keep your company’s logo as the primary identity in your communications
Use the mark in equal proportion to other Business Partner marks, distinct and
free-standing from all other copy and graphics
Scale the Business Partner mark and its typography to equal vertical and
horizontal percentages
Use the Business Partner marks as links on your web page, to navigate to
other content within your company’s website or to link out to official IBM web
content and sites
Customize your mark to make it specific to each new project
Only use marks you are entitled to as provided via the Business Partner Mark
Generator tool
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Search
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What We Do

Our Partners

Events and News

IBM
Mauris ut velit a lacus tempor venenatis. Nulla facilisi. Sed vestibulum lacinia
rhoncus. Sed sit amet arcu nec sem facilisis tristique. Morbi a massa non neque
aliquet tempor ac in lectus. Vivamus et metus commodo orci volutpat euismod eu
non ipsum. Phasellus rhoncus enim tempus nisl ornare at eleifend turpis faucibus.
Nam interdum nulla semper lacus ultricies lobortis. Vivamus et metus commodo
orci volutpat euismod eu non ipsum. Sed vestibulum lacinia rhoncus.
Vivamus iaculis vehicula malesuada. Vestibulum luctus consectetur lectus, fringilla
euismod dolor facilisis quis. Curabitur viverra rutrum congue. Nulla semper lectus
et leo varius elemntum. Morbi id neque justo. Sed bibendum sodales ante id
eleifend. Praesent urna dui, dictum quis gravida at, mattis nec dolor. Class aptent
taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos himenaos. Ut
sodales nulla in metus ultrices pharetra. Cras bibendum mi nom sem porta a molestie
sem venenatis. Praesent vulputate diam ac nibh dapibus in scelerisque urna tempor.
Quisque nunc felis, elementum vel bibendum eget, laoreet ut leo. Proin porta tellus
nec nisl interdum ut convallis mauris pretium.

Highlights

Contact Us
XYZ inc.
T: 1–800–123–4567
E: info@xyzinc.com

Figure 5: The mark should be an integral part of your marketing strategy.

Details on how to use the new mark are available at ibm.co/2cpCGYR.

How to market the mark
• The mark should be an integral part of your marketing strategy and be included
in your marketing collateral, website, digital marketing, social marketing, requests
for proposals, solution briefs, and even your email signature.
• Add the mark to any location where marketing your IBM relationship and
capabilities can help position your company as a valued technical leader.
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Accessing the mark

Accessing the certificate

Marks are available through the Business Partner Mark Generator tool
(ibm.co/2cpCGYR) for eligible Business Partners.

In addition to the Business Partner mark, Business Partner certificates are also
available to qualified Business Partners.

• The tool will automatically extract your PartnerWorld membership level and
Achievements and display the selections for which your firm is authorized. If
you are not authorized for any mark, the Mark Generator tool will not display
any marks for your use.
• The tool creates your mark in multiple formats for download as a .zip archive
(GIF and JPEG formats for digital use, and PDF format for print).
• You may generate as many mark combinations as you determine necessary to
support your marketing and sales efforts. For example, you can create a mark
noting your Cloud Competency as well as a mark promoting your status as an
IBM award winner.
• Once you select a mark, you may preview the mark to ensure it contains the
selections you want, and then download the mark.

• Certificates are available via the Business Partner Certificate tool at
ibm.co/2cpCGYR.
• A membership level certificate is available to each Platinum, Gold, and Silver
Business Partner, providing a certificate documenting your IBM PartnerWorld
membership status. Membership Certificates are available to Registered
Business Partners who qualify for the Business Partner mark.
Each Competency has a certificate, which should be used to promote your
technical expertise in selected areas to current and prospective clients

2017
IBM Competency

Details on how to use the new mark are available at ibm.co/2cpCGYR.
Getting started
• When you qualify for a mark achievement, IBM will send your IBM Primary
Contact Representative a notice indicating your eligibility for a mark(s).
• The representative must review and electronically accept a Trademark
Supplement indicating your firm’s agreement to follow the mark usage guidelines.
• Entitlement to the achievement mark will then be included in your PartnerWorld
profile and you will gain access to that mark via the Mark Generator tool.
• When qualifying for an initial Competency mark, your firm will receive the
electronic notice. Your acceptance of the Trademark Supplement will be
recognized for all additional Competency marks.

IBM PartnerWorld

Expert: Predictive Analytics
Commitment and Excellence for developing advanced skills
and capabilities

Business Partner name
Marc Dupaquier
General Manager
IBM Global Business Partners

Gold
Business Partner

For more information
Go to ibm.co/2cpCGYR to learn more about out how to qualify for the Business
Partner mark and certificate and how to use them to your advantage when
promoting your company and capabilities to clients, IBM and other Business Partners.
The 2017 Business Partner marks and certificates are available in January
2017. IBM reserves the right to remove or retire marks and certifications. If IBM
initiates such actions or a Business Partner no longer qualifies for a specific mark
or achievement, the Business Partner will have 60 days to remove marks from their
website and 90 days to remove from print/hardcopy collateral.
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PartnerWorld rules and requirements
Sales success

Sales success – What is it?

Sales Success at a glance
What is it?

Sale revenue

Influence revenue

XaaS revenue

Multiplier
Country groupings

December 20, 2016

Your demonstrated success selling and
implementing client solutions in the
Competency area, measured by revenue and
local market opportunity
•• All IBM revenue recorded from transactions
governed by an IBM Business Partner
Agreement (Authorized to sell)
•• IBM revenue recorded from Managed Service
Providers’ (MSPs) or Cloud Solution Providers’
(CSPs) acquisition IBM products or services
to create the infrastructure required to deliver
their service offerings to their clients.
•• IBM revenue recorded from the ESA Business
Partner’s acquisition of IBM products and
services in support of delivering Solutions or
non-Cloud based Services (excludes XaaS
Services) to clients.
Revenue billed by IBM to the client, where the
Business Partner is acknowledged in IBM systems
as having taken action to identify the opportunity
and influence the client’s purchase decision
•• Sales billed and delivered though IBM hosted
Cloud Platform, generally on a recurring or
consumption basis
•• IBM revenue recorded from the ESA Business Partner’s acquisition of IBM products
and services in support of delivering Solutions or Services to clients.
Revenue multipliers will be applied based on
revenue type(s) to ensure equitable revenue.
Revenue based on your location in the world

Sales success is based on your ability to demonstrate your success selling and
implementing client solutions in the Competency area. This will be measured
through the IBM systems based on revenue for specific hardware, software,
and/or services offerings associated with that solution area as well as your local
market opportunity.

Categories of revenue
There are three categories of revenue: sale, influence, and XaaS.
Sale revenue
All IBM revenue recorded from transactions governed by an IBM Business
Partner Agreement (Authorized to sell).
• IBM revenue recorded from Managed Service Providers’ (MSPs) or Cloud
Solution Providers’ (CSPs) acquisition IBM products or services to create the
infrastructure required to deliver their service offerings to their clients.
• Revenue includes hardware, software & services.
• IBM revenue recorded from the ESA Business Partner’s acquisition of IBM
products and services in support of delivering Solutions or non-Cloud based
Services (excludes XaaS Services) to clients.
Influence revenue
Revenue billed by IBM or another Business Partner to the client, where the
Business Partner is acknowledged in IBM systems as having taken action to
identify the opportunity and influence the client’s purchase decision. Includes:
• Business Partner sells their software and/or services to a client, and
recommends IBM offerings to provide a more complete solution
• Successful deployment of a solution sold by IBM, as calculated by the value of
original sale
• Sales referrals tied to opportunity wins
• Systems Influencers – captured in GPP
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There are two ways you can notify IBM about influence revenue using the Global
Partner Portal (GPP):

Steps for creating a new opportunity record in GPP

1. You can register the information
To access the GPP, Business Partners must first be enabled on the application
by taking the following action:

1

-- Contact the GPP Help Desk country contact information located at
ibm.co/2cKNq37. You will be asked to provide:
• Your Business Partner firm information
• The name of the person who will be assigned as the primary opportunity focal
for receiving leads passed from IBM
• The name of the person who will be their GPP Administrator

Click the “Opportunities” screen tab. The “Opportunities” screen, “My Opportunities”
view, which contains a list of opportunities, is displayed. Note: The opportunities that
display in the “My Opportunities” view are:
•

Opportunities that you created

•

Opportunities that include you in the sales team

2

Click “New”, and the “Opportunity” applet is displayed as shown above

3

Identify the “Account” control icon using the procedures outlined below

4

Enter a description of the opportunity in the “Description” field

2. There is also an online form you can complete to provide this information at:
ibm.co/2cDBHro

5

Select an initial “Sales Stage” field value for the opportunity

Note: Business Partners registering opportunities for the Software Value
Incentive (SVI) are not required to use GPP. See description of SVI.

Note, as the opportunity sales stage is progressed over the life of the
opportunity, additional fields will become required.

Creating opportunities in GPP
Once a Business Partner firm is enabled on GPP, they are able to create
opportunities to represent IBM deals they are working with specific clients.
Business Partner users can create a new opportunity in GPP using a minimum of
required data fields and system supplied defaults. Also, for each opportunity they
create, Business Partners can determine the level of information and opportunity
data that is shared with IBM.
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Identifying the account for the opportunity being created
Business Partners should always try to find an existing account before creating
a new one in Global Partner Portal. You should use the IBM customer account
record (if one exists) rather than create your own account for that same customer.
However, if no customer account record exists for the client of the opportunity,
you have the ability to create an account from the Opportunities screen.
Steps to search for an account from the “Opportunity” screen
1

Click the “Account” field control icon. You will see a list of accounts created by your firm.

2

Scroll through the list of accounts to find the one for this opportunity.

3

If the account you are looking for is found, click on the chevron preceding the account in
the list and click “OK”.

4
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If the account you are looking for is not found in the list, click “Query” to determine if the
account already exists in IBM’s list of accounts.

Creating revenue line items for the opportunity in GPP
The opportunity record has two parts: the header record and the revenue record.
The revenue record contains information about IBM products or services that are
being sold. For opportunities at Sales Stage 4-Validated/Qualified or higher, the
revenue record is required.
Steps for creating revenue line items
1

If the opportunity has an existing revenue record, click the “Revenue” view tab in the
lower half of the screen. If your opportunity does not have an existing revenue record,
click the “Detailed Revenue Data” field control icon to create a revenue record. The
Revenue applet is displayed.

2

Click “New” on the “Revenue” view. A new “Revenue” applet is displayed.

3

Click the “Type” field control icon and then click the list chevron beside the correct Type.
When you have highlighted the one you want, click “OK”.

4

Click the “Brand Family” field control icon. Scroll down the list of Brand Families to find
your Brand Family or click “Query” to search for the “Brand Family”. Click the chevron
beside the Brand Family. When you have highlighted the one you want; click “OK”.

5

Provide the query criteria for search of existing IBM accounts and click “Go”.

6

If the account you are looking for is found, click on the chevron preceding the account in
the list and click “OK”.

Note: You can directly access the list of current SVI Eligible Part Numbers and their
corresponding product Type and Brand Family by clicking the pdf icon located next to
the “Brand Family” field name.

7

If the account you are looking for is not found in the list, create a new account record.

Note: The “Brand”, “Brand Family SVI Participation”, and “Brand Certification
Achieved” fields are completed automatically where applicable, after the revenue
record is saved.

Managing the visibility of your opportunity to IBM in GPP
In GPP, Business Partners have choices regarding how they choose to share
their opportunity data with IBM.
When creating an opportunity, you can decide to share an open opportunity
fully (Full Disclosure), partially (Is Restricted) or not share with IBM while the
opportunity is being worked (Work in GPP). You can select the Work in GPP or
Is Restricted settings only for opportunities that you create. The Work in GPP
check box can only be selected at the time of opportunity creation; however, it
can be turned off at any time. Opportunities that IBM users enter and pass to
IBM Business Partners cannot be set to either of these settings.
December 20, 2016

5

Complete the “Bill Date” (if different from the default date, which is 90 days from the
date that the record is created), “Win Probability”, “Quantity” and “Price” fields. The
“Revenue” field in the revenue record is automatically calculated from the “Quantity”
and “Price” fields.

6

Click “Save” on the “Revenue” view

7

To update the “Revenue” field on the opportunity header record, click “Recalculate Revenue”

8

Click “Save”
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Additional sales success factors

Notes:

XaaS revenue

• You must add a separate revenue record for each Brand Family included in
the opportunity. However, you can include only one revenue record per Brand
Family per opportunity.
• Bill Date is the forecast date when revenue is expected to flow for this revenue
record line item. Ensure that all opportunities have a Bill Date that is in the
future. Otherwise, these opportunities could be closed as a result of the IBM
Quarterly Opportunity Maintenance Process.
• The Win Probability is your assessment of the chance that you will close the
opportunity. The “Probability %” field entered on the opportunity header
is the odds for the overall opportunity. If you have multiple line items in your
“Revenue” view, you can assign different percentage odds to different revenue
components of the opportunity.
• If the currency in the “Opportunity Currency” field in an individual revenue
record is different from the currency in the “Opportunity Currency” field in the
opportunity header record, when you click “Save”, the currency in the revenue
record will be refreshed to match the currency in the opportunity header
record. This only changes the “Opportunity Currency” field and does not
recalculate the value in the “Revenue” field of the revenue record.

• Sales billed and delivered though IBM hosted Cloud Platform, generally on a
recurring or consumption basis. Revenue is recognized based on invoicing/
billing. Options include:
-- SaaS (resale & solutions)
-- SaaS Categories
-- Hybrid Entitlement
-- SaaS Human Services
-- SaaS On Demand
-- SaaS On-Demand Set Up
-- SaaS One-Time Setup
-- Saas Subscription Monthly or Annual, No Support
-- SaaS Setup
-- SaaS Subscription Overage
-- SaaS Svc Level Agreement Annual
-- Bluemix Categories
-- SaaS Daily Part
-- SaaS Subscription Monthly or Annual, With Support
-- XaaS Cloud 3rd Party Passthru
-- Bluemix Infrastructure (formerly SoftLayer)
• IBM revenue recorded from the ESA Business Partner’s acquisition of IBM
products and services in support of delivering Solutions or Services to clients.
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• Multiplier: We evaluate your total contributions for both Competency and
the program.
• Country groupings: We align criteria to the market in which you compete.

Multiplier
Business Partners who have a hybrid model may aggregate multiple revenue
types toward the achieving a requirement. For example, a traditional ISV that
has moved into the Software-as-a-Service business could have revenue
contributions from both influence and XaaS. You can reach this requirement
through any combination of revenue types: sale revenue, influence revenue,
and monthly recurring revenue from cloud-based and “as-a-service” delivery
or XaaS models. We will apply revenue multipliers based on type to recognize
different categories or revenue equitably.
We will use the following formula when combining sales success contributions*:

Influence

x .67

XaaS

x 5.0

Fueling your growth
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There are two other factors IBM considers when looking at your revenue:

x 1.0
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Additional factors to consider when calculating
sales success

Sale
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The following example demonstrates how multiplier revenue is calculated using
a combination of revenue types to meet the overall sales success criteria. In this
scenario, the Business Partner, who is located in a medium size country, is trying
to achieve Gold status, which requires a threshold of USD 250,000.

Revenue type

Revenue attainment

Multiplier

Adjusted revenue
attainment

Sale

USD 100,000

1.0

100,000

Influence

USD 150,000

.67

100,500

XaaS

USD 10,000

5.0

50,000

TOTAL

USD 250,500

Note: Revenue is adjusted to determine achievement of resale sales success
thresholds.

* Based on Sales Success (revenue) reported over a 12-month period

Continued...
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Country groupings
Sales success criteria will scale to reflect the market opportunity across geographies. Countries will be designated as large, medium, and small based on market size
for both the program and Competency.

Large

Medium

China

Austria

Netherlands

France

Belgium

Norway

Germany

Brazil

Poland

Canada

South Africa

Czech Republic

Spain

Denmark

Sweden

Finland

Switzerland

Hong Kong

Taiwan

Japan

Turkey

Italy
Korea
Russia
UK
US

Israel

Large

Mexico
Medium

Small

Figure 6: Sales success based on your location in the world
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If you do not see your country in the Large or Medium country
lists, your country is designated as a Small country.

Figure 7: Sales success country groups (IBM may change a country’s designation upon notification
at any time)
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Annual revalidation

Capability compliance

Escalation process

Operational policies
Multi-national Business Partner recognition
Business Partner Program and Competency level recognition
• We will recognize multi-national Business Partners at the highest program or
Competency level achieved by any one of its country enterprises.
-- Business Partners with multiple countries enterprises will carry the same
Program level and Competency levels across all of their countries.
-- Program level & Competency recognition does not include countries at the
Registered level, unless they have a signed Business Partner Agreement*,
verified solution** or service in the Global Solutions Directory.
*Includes Resale Authorization, Marketing Assist and Sales Agent
**Solution as defined in Embedded Solutions Agreement (ESA) not eligible.
• Business Partners with multiple country enterprises can achieve as follows:
-- Competency requirement for program levels if one or more of the country
enterprises has achieved the unique Competency(s) required
-- A Competency(s) if one or more of subsidiaries has satisfied the
requirements for capability and resources.
-- Highest level of Competency recognition is determined by subsidiary with
highest level of sales success for Competency
• Multi-national Business Partners will not receive benefits based on global
attainment aggregation. Benefits are provided based upon the Business
Partner’s actual achievement and attainment of criteria in the local country.
Client Satisfaction Survey
Multinational Business Partners may choose to execute a WW Enterprise led
client satisfaction survey through any one of the survey options on behalf of all its
country enterprises.
• Completion of the survey will result in each country enterprise’s achievement of
the client satisfaction survey requirement for Gold or Platinum.
Completion of requirement means 10 completed surveys from 10 unique IBM clients.
IBM reserves the right to conduct random audits to verify the legitimacy of the
survey results.

Aggregation

Program level

Competencies

Competencies
(unique)

Yes

Resources

Authorization (BPA)
Hardware

Software

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes (1)

N/A

N/A

Certification /
Solutions /
Services

N/A

Yes (1)

Customer
references

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

Client
satisfaction
survey

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

Revenue

No

No

N/A

N/A

Yes (within HW skill Yes (within HW skill
zones) (1)
zones)

Program & Competency level achievement benefit packages –
disbursement policy
Business Partners that achieve program level or Competency(s) will receive
benefits as follows:
• IBM will award Business Partners with program recognition when they
achieve criteria.
• IBM will award Business Partners with Competency recognition when they achieve
criteria and sign the corresponding PartnerWorld Trademark Usage Supplement.
• Program and Competency benefits will be awarded as follows:
-- All non-financial benefits awarded at date achieved
-- Financial benefits awarded quarter after date achieved unless achieved in
first month of the quarter
-- Financial benefits are defined as benefits that have a specified dollar
value: incentives, co-marketing, certification or education vouchers
-- If a Business Partner attains a higher program level during the year, IBM will
prorate their benefit package to the higher level based on prior achievement.

For complete details, see page 17.
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Annual revalidation

Business Partner annual revalidation
• IBM will revalidate Business Partner Program level and Competency
achievement criteria on an annual basis.
• Annual is defined as a fixed calendar year December 31.
• Revalidation cycle will be conducted by January 15 of the following year.
Benefits will be awarded as follows:
-- Non-financial benefits will continue after grace period if applicable
-- Financial incentives continue until end of current quarter and will be restarted
when criteria are achieved if applicable
• Business Partners at risk of down-leveling will have until March 31 to address
gaps. Failure to do so will result in the Business Partner either being removed
from or down-leveled in the PartnerWorld Program and/or Competency(s).

Program and Competency capability compliance
Business Partners must be in capabilities compliance, as required based
on program level and Competency achievements to retain access to benefit
packages and the ability to use Business Partner mark.
• Business Partners must maintain capabilities* to retain the right to use program
and Competency marks and access to benefit packages.
-- If there are capability requirements for the level you achieve or for a benefit
you select, you agree to give us prompt written notice if you do not retain
such skill requirements. If you wish to retain the level or the benefit, you agree
to replace such capability within three months of the loss. Failure to notify
us on a timely basis of such loss or to replace such capabilities may result in
our adjusting your level to that for which you qualify, or ending our approval
of you for the benefit. IBM will conduct random verifications that capability
requirements are in place.
*Eligible capabilities: Certifications/mastery, verified solutions, verified services,
Business Partner Agreement (includes Resale Authorization, Marketing Assist,
and Sales Agent).

December 20, 2016
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Benefit disbursement
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Capability compliance

Escalation process

• IBM will notify Business Partners 90 days in advance if you are at risk of being
non-compliant. Notification will be done via email to your APA. In addition,
information for Program and Competency level achievements will be available
on the Business Partner Console found at: ibm.com/partnerworld/go
• Benefits will be awarded as follows:
-- Non-financial benefits will continue through the 90-day grace period.
-- Financial incentives will continue until the end of the current quarter and will
be restarted when criteria achieved.

Eligibility for PartnerWorld Program benefits
PartnerWorld participants are eligible to receive program benefits for which they
qualify to support the activities they perform as an IBM Business Partner in:
1. Marketing, selling, fulfilling and influencing the sale of IBM products and
services and
2. Acquiring IBM products and services which they use or include in delivering
their services and solutions to their clients.

Escalation process
For assistance in resolving issues or concerns, please contact your local IBM
contact: ibm.com/partnerworld/contact.
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Business Partner contract types
The following table lists the contracts available to Business Partners that govern their IBM relationship and, if applicable, their sales mode and offering content.
Relationship mode
Provides access to
information about IBM
products and marketing
enablement benefits

Resell IBM products or
services

Provide marketing
assistance to IBM
products or services
sales

Solutions Selling
with IBM embedded
products/services

Sell your offerings in the
digital sales channel, the
IBM Marketplace

Contract type
Business Partner Agreement

Business Partner Agreement –
Resale Base Terms

Business Partner Agreement –
Marketing Assist Terms

Embedded Solution Agreement

Marketplace Partner Agreement

Links to web pages and additional resources:
• Selling IBM Products and Services: ibm.co/2c8xlYw
December 20, 2016

Contract duration
Two year base –
auto-renewable

Two year base –
auto-renewable

Two year base –
auto-renewable

Duration based on valid
associated Transaction
Document (no set base
contract period)

Duration based on valid
associated Transaction
Document (no set base
contract period)

Description
Provides benefits to Business Partners of all
sales models (both resale and other firm types)
who wish to align with IBM or who use IBM
Products or Services to facilitate service
delivery to their clients.
The IBM Business Partner Agreement is a
prerequisite for all IBM resale authorization
contracts and related marketing agreements.
Business Partner resells, e.g. a Distributor sells to
Resellers or a Reseller sells to end user clients.

Business Partner sells to end user clients, but
client acquires products or services directly
from IBM. Business Partner earns a fee, based
on the sale.

Business Partner acquires IBM products/
services and embeds them into their end user
client solution offering

Business Partners sell their offerings to end
users through the IBM Marketplace

Business Partner relationship requirement
•

Must apply for participation

•

Firms must pass initial vetting

•

Must comply with IBM Code of conduct

•

Must actively engage to enhance your IBM
relationship to remain a member in good
standing

•

Signed Business Partner Agreement

•

Integrity Training

•

Code of Conduct Certification

•

Annual revalidation

•
•

Additional product certifications/masteries may
be required
Signed Business Partner Agreement

•

Integrity Training

•

Code of Conduct Certification

•

Annual revalidation

•
•

Additional product certifications/masteries may
be required
Signed Embedded Sales Agreement

•

Code of Conduct Certification

•

Annual revalidation

•
•

Additional product certifications/masteries may
be required
Code of Conduct Certification

•

Annual revalidation

• Hardware Resellers: ibm.co/2cVdkBU
• Software Resellers: ibm.co/2cKMhsu
• IBM Business Partner Marks: ibm.co/2cpCGYR
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Digital Marketing Workshops

Online Integrity Training

Fueling your growth
It’s important that we work together to address any capability gaps. But building
high-value capabilities takes significant time and resources and should be done
in a methodical way. The following information explains ways we enable our
Business Partners to develop deep capabilities.

Education
PartnerWorld University at a glance
What is it?

A one-stop shop for education, offering capability
development education for all solution areas

Who is it for?

All IBM Business Partners

What is the value to
my firm?

To gain Competency through this capability
development journey by completing courses,
roadmaps, and gaining certifications

What is the cost?

The program is free of charge

More information

Go to ibm.com/pwu to access the site for an
enhanced learning experience

Continued...
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Digital Marketing Workshops

Online Integrity Training

Competency certification roadmaps at a glance
What is it?

Certification roadmaps that support Competency achievement. Comprehensive listing of certification and related education required
to achieve Specialist or Expert level in a Competency.

Who is it for?

Business Partners who wish to achieve a Competency

What is the value to
my firm?

Assist Business Partners in targeting certifications and/or masteries required for Competency achievements

How do I leverage

1. Login into ibm.com/partnerworld/go
2. Select Competency “Learn more”
3. Select the Competency for achievement
For a Certification:
1. Click on the certification link in requirements table—hot linked to the certification site
2. Review the eligible certification
3. Follow the link to the certification exam at the bottom page
4. On the exam page select the “Test Preparation” tab for available education
5. Business Partners can also directly link to “Professional Certification Site Competency” tab
For a Mastery test:
1. Click on the mastery test link in requirements table—hot linked to the exam site
2. On the exam page select the “Test Preparation” tab for available education
3. Business Partners can also directly link to “Professional Certification Site Competency” tab

More information

Go to the Competency page on PartnerWorld at: ibm.co/2c6OVXO or visit the Professional Certification page at: ibm.co/1rgIadp

Continued...
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Know Your IBM (KYI) offering at a glance
What is it?

Fueling your growth

Sales resources and tools

Know your IBM offering

A learning portal designed to drive capabilities
growth through various motivational and learning
management techniques

Who is it for?

Business Partners Sales and Technical staff

What is the value to
my firm?

Provides an easy, personalized, and rewarding
way to improve your Systems knowledge,
capabilities and expertise

What is the cost?

The offering is free of charge

More information

To earn rewards, Business Partner firms
must be in Partner Growth Incentive (PGI),
Authorized Specialty / Specialty Elite, or an
Authorized Distributor category. Go to
ibm.com/partnerworld/knowyouribm to
connect to Know Your IBM.
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Business Transformation Initiative (BTI) program
at a glance
What is it?

Business Transformation Initiative consists of
resources developed to help IBM Business
Partners transform their business from a
transactional business model to a recurring
revenue-driven business model

Who is it for?

Business Partner owners and senior leadership
willing to commit the time and resources needed
for a successful transformation

What is the value to
my firm?

Executives will gain an understanding of what
business planning is required to make your
cloud, SaaS, MSP or other recurring revenue
business model transformation successful.
Program includes a full day workshop and
follow-on support and resources to keep you
moving toward long-term sustainability

What is the cost?

Fully funded by IBM; no cost to the Business
Partner

More information

•• For more information or to nominate your firm
for the program, go to
ibm.com/partnerworld/businesstransformation
•• Or email us at BTI@us.ibm.com

Continued...
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Online Integrity Training

Digital Marketing Workshops at a glance

Online Integrity Training at a glance

What is it?

Provide the information needed to create a digital
campaign strategy or enhance existing ones

What is it?

Who is it for?

•• Any Business Partner is eligible to participate
•• Best suited for those with marketing budgets
and are ready to take action and execute
digital marketing campaigns

Business Partner employees actively engaged
in selling IBM products and services are
asked to complete a 30-minute online Integrity
Training course.

Who is it for?

Applies only to BPA (including hardware,
software and services products) IBM Business
Partners. For those firms, Business Partner
employees that are actively engaged in selling
IBM products and Services must complete the
training. In Mature Market regions, there is an
option for Sales Managers to take the training
instead of all Sales employees.

What is the value to
my firm?

New Business Partners must have employees
complete Integrity Training and then they must
do so every two years.

What is the cost?

No charge to all Business Partners

What is the value to
my firm?

Business Partners are empowered to become
digitally savvy, which may help generate leads,
advance progression, and increase revenue
potential.

What is the cost?

No charge to all Business Partners

More information

Go to ibm.com/partnerworld/digitalmarketingworkshops to learn more about Digital
Workshops across the globe.

What is the process? Business Partners must register by providing the
names of employees required to take Integrity
Training. Then employees are sent a link to
complete the training.
More information

December 20, 2016
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PartnerWorld University (PWU)

Know Your IBM (KYI) offering

PartnerWorld University (PWU) is a one-stop shop for education that:

Know Your IBM (KYI) offering is a learning portal designed to:

• Offers capability development education materials for all solution areas
• Provides access to web lectures, videos, audios, reading materials, and more
• Allows Business Partners to easily access appropriate and relevant courses
segregated by:
-- Work areas: technical, sales, or marketing
-- Capability level: foundational, intermediate or advanced

• Drive partners to complete virtual education to prepare them for formal Systems
Certifications by offering individual rewards to sales and technical staff.
• Provide an easy, personalized way to improve Business Partners’ Systems
knowledge, capabilities, and expertise

Key features
• 4,000+ courses available
• Think Academy video courses
• Includes all IBM Business units /solution areas
Eligibility criteria
• PWU is fully funded by IBM and complimentary to all Business Partners, who
are PartnerWorld participants.
Getting started:
1. Register your company in the PartnerWorld Program (refer to the Managing
your relationship with IBM section of this Guide)
2. Use your PartnerWorld ID and password to sign in to the PartnerWorld
University at ibm.com/pwu
3. Set your Preferences under “My PWU” header and start learning

Key features
• Focused on the individual learner: Direct communication on product-specific
announcements, upcoming events, and notification about new education and
certifications
• Quality education: Focus on education that is required to grow capabilities
faster around strategic priorities
• Rewards: Individual sales and technical staff rewards for investing in building
personal capabilities
Eligibility criteria
• Intended for Business Partner sales and technical staff
• Must be a member of a firm that is either in Partner Growth Incentive (PGI),
IBM Server Systems Competency or the IBM Storage Systems Competency,
or an authorized Distributor category
• Business Partner firm must also accept the IBM PartnerWorld Know Your IBM
Attachment at ibm.co/2cju6i4 granting IBM authorization to provide incentives
directly to sales and technical staff
• No charge for all Business Partners
• Note: Check for availability of this offering in your region on the Know Your IBM
website or in the terms and conditions
Getting started:
1. Login, accept terms and conditions
2. Set your communication preferences
3. Compete eligible education
Go to ibm.com/partnerworld/knowyouribm to connect to Know Your IBM
Go to bit.ly/1UHqLVy to view the Know Your IBM demo
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The Business Transformation Initiative (BTI)
The Business Transformation Initiative (BTI) presents an IBM Business Partner
senior executive with a blueprint for moving from a transactional business model to
a recurring revenue-driven business model. Executives will gain an understanding
of what business planning is required to make their cloud, SaaS, MSP, or other
recurring revenue business model transformation successful.
The program includes a full day workshop – a strategic business consultant
exercise – targeted towards CxOs and business owners – and includes follow-on
support, resources, and tools to keep Business Partners moving toward long-term
sustainability. It’s a transformation journey that could continue from three months to
18 months (or more) depending on the actions agreed to in the workshop.
IBM coverage reps are a critical component to ensuring that recommendations,
action plans, and business goals are being implemented and achieved.
NEW! The workshop is offered as an online webinar on PartnerWorld University.
Also available on PartnerWorld University is the BTI Virtual Library - a library of
training resources to complement a BTI workshop and to support a Business
Partner’s transformation with topics such as Accelerate SaaS, designing
compensation plans, funding business transformation, and more.
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Key features
• Intensive, interactive, one-day, executive-level workshop that focuses on your
business challenges
• Customized action plan created during BTI workshop
• Online training resources to enable your business transformation
• IBM channel reps work closely with Business Partner to drive execution of
action plan
• Fully funded by IBM and complimentary to all Business Partners
Eligibility criteria
Recommended for Business Partner owners and senior leadershjip willing to
commit the time and resources needed for a successful transformation. Online
resources and online BTI webinar are available to all IBM Business Partners.
Getting started
Go to ibm.com/partnerworld/businesstransformation to nominate yourself for a
live workshop or to gain access to the online BTI webinar and other resources in
the BTI Virtual Library.
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BTI program

Digital Marketing Workshops
These full-day workshops are designed to empower Business Partners to
understand and execute digital marketing.
Key features:
• Understand the value, profitability and types of digital media
• Learn about and use IBM digital marketing resources
• Build a digital campaign for a specific IBM solution
• Network with other Business Partners and marketing experts
• Receive a complementary digital assessment (may vary by region)
• Join a post-workshop Digital Special Interest Group for ongoing education,
updates and best practices
Eligibility criteria
• Offered at no charge across the regions to all Business Partners
• Best suited for those with marketing budgets that are ready to take action and
execute digital marketing campaigns
Getting started
Most geographies offer a workshop once a quarter, while others may offer them
monthly. For current dates, please visit the Digital Marketing Workshop web
page at ibm.com/partnerworld/digitalmarketingworkshops, or complete a Digital
Marketing Workshop request form found at bit.ly/1ts943x to be contacted for a
regional workshop.

Advanced Digital Marketing Workshops
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Digital Marketing Workshops

Online Integrity Training

• How to better leverage marketing analytics data
• Best practices around lead nurturing and lead scoring using Marketing
Automation capabilities
• Learning specific methodologies around leveraging the different types of paid
media and reusing your strongest content/assets
• Through best-in-breed examples, group and individual exercises, learn to
apply methodologies towards Business Partner’s own marketing efforts to
increase the performance of their digital campaigns.
Eligibility criteria:
This workshop is for those marketers who have:
• Attended an IBM Business Partner Digital Marketing Workshop within the past
year and/or
• Executed a digital marketing strategy and campaigns for more than a year
• Experimented and/or used Google Analytics or other analytics tools and/or
Marketing Automation as a means to measure their marketing performance
and include automated functionality in their marketing efforts
Note: The marketer should be comfortable with and willing to learn and apply
digital analytics to monitor and improve their digital initiatives.
Getting started
Most geographies offer a workshop once a quarter, while others may offer them
monthly. For current dates, please visit the Digital Marketing Workshop web page
at ibm.com/partnerworld/digitalmarketingworkshops, or complete a Digital
Marketing Workshop request form found at bit.ly/1ts943x to be contacted for a
regional workshop

The advanced Workshop is designed for the Marketing professional, to help him
or her understand digital metrics available to them to determine and maximize
campaign effectiveness. By learning how to read and track digital campaign
data, the marketer can drive continued improvement of online assets for optimal
impact. Other specialty topics may be offered to help Business Partners build
stronger content. This full day, no-charge workshop covers:
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Online Integrity Training
IBM Business Partners are required to complete Integrity Training once, every
two years. It is free of charge, and approximately 30 minutes in length.
Terms and conditions
Online Integrity Training is required for Business Partner employees described
below who support the sale of IBM products and services:
• The senior most Sales Manager within your company who is responsible for
selling IBM products or services
• Each Sales employee who:
1. Your firm has assigned to sell IBM products or services
2. Holds a current IBM sales certification OR Actively engages in selling IBM
products or services, with active engagement meaning any employee
who devotes more than 25% of his or her sales efforts to IBM products
orservices, whether in terms of revenue from products or services sold or
time spent pursuing sales
• The employee your firm designates to complete the Business Partner Contact
Form and to interact with IBM on training issues

December 20, 2016
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Digital Marketing Workshops

Online Integrity Training

Getting started
IBM will send an invitation to the PRC; they will be asked to submit an online
registration form to identify those employees who need to complete the training.
They should also include the appropriate CEID to identify their firm.
After the registration form is submitted, all employees will receive an e-mail
invitation from the firm SAI to access the training. They will have 60 days to
complete the 30-minute education session.
Note: The APA can submit a registration form if the PRC is not available. For
more information go to: ibm.co/2c8yVcQ
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IBM Marketplace

Digital tools and offerings
Business Partner Locator at a glance

Global Solutions Directory at a glance

What is it?

Helps prospective clients, IBM sellers and other
Business Partners (BPs) easily identify and
contact skilled Business Partners

What is it?

Who is it for?

Business Partners, IBM sellers, and prospective
clients

A searchable catalog of IBM Business Partner
solutions. Includes solution descriptions,
marketing information, and engagement with
specific IBM products/services.

Who is it for?

All registered PartnerWorld members are eligible.

What is the value to
my firm?

•• Increase your visibility with prospective clients
•• Locate other Business Partners to team with
•• Promote your capabilities and expertise to
other Business Partners and IBM

What is the value to
my firm?

What is the cost?

No charge from IBM to participate or access

More information

ibm.co/2cXiAYy

By submitting solutions, Business Partners:
•• Show the value of their solutions to potential
customers, IBM sales force, and other
Business Partners
•• Document their level of technological
commitment to IBM via the IBM products
and services utilized by their solution

What is the cost?

No charge from IBM to participate

More information

ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd/homepage.do

Continued...
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IBM Marketplace

Digital Content Marketing at a glance

IBM Marketplace at a glance

What is it?

What is it?

IBM’s Digital Sales and Marketing Channel to
Enterprise Customers

Who is it for?

All Business Partners who want to get global
exposure to IBM Clients, IBM Sellers, and an
extensive development community to sell their
product offerings

What is the value
to my firm?

Increased revenue through IBM’s digital sales
channel in which you get global exposure to IBM
customers and either get customer leads sent to you
directly or have IBM bill the customer on your behalf

What is the cost?

A fee for leads passed to you or a percentage of
your offering sold to a customer and billed by IBM

More information

developer.ibm.com/marketplace/enroll

An integrated suite of digital marketing tools –
web content syndication, email marketing and
social automation – and an extensive library of
marketing content designed to help you generate
leads, while saving you time and money. Use
one, two, or all three capabilities to create digital
marketing campaigns to increase your visibility in
the marketplace.

Who is it for?

IBM Business Partners

What is the value
to my firm?

Enables your company to:
•• Easily coordinate and automate multiple complimentary marketing activities
•• Access and leverage high-value IBM marketing
content and assets
•• Streamline lead management and build your
pipeline
•• Measure results to determine what’s working
and what’s not
•• Boost awareness, generate leads and nurture
leads throughout the sales

What is the cost?

No charge to eligible IBM PartnerWorld members

More information

ibm.com/partnerworld/digitalcontentmarketing
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Business Partner Locator
The Business Partner Locator (ibm.co/2cXiAYy) helps prospective clients, IBM sellers,
and other Business Partners easily identify and contact skilled Business Partners.
Key features
• Enhances customer visibility of local Business Partners with desired
capability sets
• Simplifies a Business Partner’s ability to identify and team with complementary
Business Partners across the ecosystem
• Minimizes risks associated with information sharing through a design
emphasizing IBM web and security requirements
Eligibility criteria
Business Partners, IBM sellers, and prospective clients are eligible to use the
tool.
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IBM Marketplace

Assuring your company is properly represented in Business Partner Locator:
• The IBM Business Partner Locator draws information from your company
profile in the PartnerWorld Profiling System (PPS).
• Company profile updates, if needed, must be made by the PRC or APA.
• Companies can only be viewed if they have specified sharing preferences (in
their PartnerWorld profile) allowing them to be searched by customers and
Business Partners alike.
• Steps to modify sharing preferences:
1. Go to: ibm.com/partnerworld/partnertools/index.html.
2. Click on company name beside country enterprise
3. On the next page, click on “Marketing information”. There are two drop
down boxes. Select “yes” on the box(s) reflecting the audiences with which
you want to share your profile information.
4. Select “save” and allow 24 hours for replication.

Getting started
• Business Partners must give permission through PPS for their information to
be published and they must update their PPS profile every two years.
• Platinum, Gold, and Silver members along with the Registered—based on
eligibility requirements—are shown in the Business Partner Locator.
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Global Solutions Directory
The Global Solutions Directory (GSD) is a searchable catalog of IBM Business
Partner solutions that includes solution descriptions, marketing information, and
engagement with specific IBM products/services. Creating a thorough entry for
your solution or capability in the Global Solutions Directory represents a critical
step in marketing with IBM.
Key features
• Shows the value of your solutions to potential customers, IBM sales force, and
other Business Partners
• Documents your level of technological commitment to IBM via the IBM
products and services you are using within your solution
• Location for submitting nominations for various PartnerWorld offerings, such
as the Verified Business Partner Solution and Services
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IBM Marketplace

Getting started
• Solutions are published on a rolling two-year cycle. Business Partners must
update their solution entry within the two-year window, or it will be removed
from the published list and archived. You can re-publish a solution by updating
the solution via the Manage solutions section in the GSD.
• Business Partners can achieve Verified Business Partner Solution designation
by nominating their solution for the Verification process via the Manage
solutions section in the GSD.

Eligibility requirements
• All registered PartnerWorld members are eligible.
• The GSD is free of charge to all registered PartnerWorld members.
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IBM Marketplace

Steps for adding a solution to the GSD:
Go to: ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd/homepage.do. Creating a solution in the
GSD requires that Business Partners answer questions on three different tabs:
General Information, Business Information, and Technical. Note that the General
Information and Business Information tabs are common across the solution
types; the Technical tab is unique for each solution type.
• GSD submissions are used to satisfy part of the verified solution achievement
for program & Competency level achievements. Refer to insert pages for
program requirements & Competency.

Figure 9: Search for solutions using keywords and filters

Figure 8: GSD home page
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Figure 10: Create and/or update your solutions along with the options to nominate for Verified Business
Partner Solution status
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IBM Marketplace

Digital Content Marketing

IBM Marketplace

IBM’s Digital Content Marketing (DCM) benefit is an integrated suite of digital
marketing tools – web content syndication, email marketing, and social
automation – and an extensive library of marketing content designed to help
you generate leads, while saving you time and money. Use one, two, or all three
capabilities to create digital marketing campaigns to increase your visibility in the
marketplace.

The IBM Marketplace is IBM’s digital sales channel to the enterprise customer.

Key features
• An integrated suite of digital marketing tools to help you create and execute
digital marketing campaigns
• An extensive and ongoing stream of valuable web, email, and social content
you can use in your marketing campaigns
• Enables execution of integrated campaigns that leverage a wide array of
marketing tactics and activities
• Detailed lead scoring across multiple prospect touch points
• Access to detailed campaign performance results through online reports
• Full service campaign support and strategic insight
Eligibility criteria
Platinum, Gold, and Silver members, along with Registered Business Partners
who have met the capability requirement, may use the Digital Content Marketing
benefit.

Key features
• Serves as a lead generation platform for Business Partners.
• Business Partners can put their content online (videos, white papers, success
stories, and trial software) for prospective customers to learn about their offering,
try it for free and then purchase with a credit card or put it on an IBM PO.
• IBM takes care of the billing on the Business Partner’s behalf after integration
to the IBM commerce platform.
Getting started
3. Enroll: Register at developer.ibm.com/marketplace/enroll to get access to
onboarding documentation, technical community forum, and a support link
for questions
4. Create Offering: Enter product content and then choose to list the offering
either as a “referral”to your website for sale execution under an affiliate
revenue model or a “full integration”to IBM’s commerce platform APIs so that
IBM can do the billing on your behalf and customers can purchase immediately
from within the marketplace
5. Publish: Accept the Marketplace Business Partner Agreement, push the
publish button, and the offering will be checked for quality before it gets
officially published to the IBM Marketplace.

Getting started
1. Learn more and register at ibm.com/partnerworld/digitalcontentmarketing
2. Begin executing digital marketing campaigns
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Sales resources and tools
FindIt at a glance

IBM Global Financing at a glance

What is it?

A web-based tool that serves as the gateway
to find top assets you may need for any given
sales situation

What is it?

Offers a set of flexible and customized
financing solutions

Who is it for?

Business Partner Sellers

Who is it for?

All Business Partners

What is the value to
my firm?

Enables sellers to pull the assets they need for
any sales situation in seconds

What is the value to
my firm?

Helps you leverage your working capital, improve
cash flow, and help clients across their entire IT
lifecycle – from acquisition to disposal

What is the cost?

The program is free of charge but requires
one-time registration

More information

ibm.com/partner/financing

More information

•• Go to ibm.co/2cGGp4H to register for the
FindIt tool
•• Go to ibm.biz/ibmfindit to access the FindIT
tool if you are already registered
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FindIT
FindIT is a web-based tool that serves as the gateway for Business Partners to
find top assets you may need for any given sales situation.
Key features
• Instant access to seller guidance, enablement materials, deal progression
tools, and more
• Intelligent guidance for preparing for the call, engaging face-to-face with
customers, and solving client business issues
• Intelligent filters that let sellers pull assets for any sales situation in seconds,
without having to search PartnerWorld, ibm.com or YouTube
• The ability for sellers to filter by product, client role, and industry and save
assets to an electronic briefcase
• Available for Systems
Eligibility criteria
Use of the tool is free of charge for all Business Partners, but requires a
one-time registration.
Getting started
FindIT is available on the Web and accessible through Mozilla, Chrome, Internet
Explorer, and Safari browsers via laptops, iPads, and Android tablets.
• Go to ibm.co/2cGGp4H to register for FindIT Tool
• Go to ibm.biz/ibmfindit to access FindIT Tool if you are already registered
• Go to ibm.co/2cTysfK to watch the demo video
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IBM Global Financing
IBM Global Financing (IGF) offers a set of flexible and customized financing
solutions to help you leverage your working capital, improve cash flow, and help
your clients across their entire IT lifecycle – from acquisition to disposal.
Key features
• Add purchasing power for your total client solution with flexible payment plans,
more predictable costs, and lower total cost of use through leasing options and
0% financing offers.
• Obtain working capital for your own business needs.
• Offer quality IBM Certified pre-owned equipment at competitive prices.
• Get asset buyback, certified data destruction, compliant asset disposal and
secure reverse logistics services for complete end-of-life asset management.
• Get financing quotes and contracts quickly and easily by accessing Rapid
FinancingTM in 3 simple ways: web based tool, mobile app, and online calculator.
• Business Partner firms can earn incentives* for selling financing solutions for
eligible transactions.
Eligibility criteria
• Firms who have signed an IBM Business Partner Agreement (BPA) with the
Attachment for Financing Services with IBM, or
• Firms who have signed an IBM Global Financing Agreement for Financing
Services (Financing Associates), or
• Firms who are credit approved by IBM Global Financing and want to provide
financing on a transactional basis
• Only firms who have signed a BPA with the Attachment for Financing Services
or the IBM Global Financing Agreement for Financing Services are eligible to
use the IGF Rapid Financing™ tool (ibm.co/1UA3AKo) and be eligible to IGF
incentives* (ibm.co/2c8zvHA).
*See the incentive plan link for details on eligible Business Partners and transactions.
Getting started – Financing process
1. For financing quotes, credit approval, and contracts, lead with a monthly
payment option using our Rapid Financing mobile app, calculator, or web
based tool: ibm.com/partner/financing.
a. Rapid Financing calculator: ibm.co/1trYFoz
December 20, 2016
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b. Mobile app: ibm.co/1S6gVZ7
c. Web based tool: ibm.co/1UA3AKo
2. Client signs your contract and the IBM Global Financing contract
3. Products shipped to client, IBM Global Financing is invoiced and confirms
customer acceptance
4. IBM Global Financing settles your invoice (usually within five days or less) and
bills the client.
For additional resources and information to get started visit:
ibm.com/partner/financing.
Getting started – Obtain working capital financing for your business:
• Apply now at ibm.co/1Uwu5nT for a working capital line.
• Learn about working capital solutions to help finance your day-to-day
operations and assist you in growing your business:
-- Receivables Financing ibm.co/1XYcDM9
-- Inventory Financing ibm.co/28FZkmK
-- Payables Financing ibm.co/1Ysu3is
Getting started–Sell IBM Certified Pre-Owned Equipment:
To get IBM Certified Pre-owned Equipment (ICPE) quotes:
• Business Partners that have a relationship purchasing with IBM can register for
the Private Trading Exchange (PTX) e-commerce tool at ibm.co/1txgcMD.
• Business Partners that purchase through a Distributor can request quotes
directly through your Distributor.
To find out how you can get started selling IBM Certified Pre-owned Equipment,
visit: ibm.co/1UPPJlG.
Getting started - Global Asset Recovery services:
• For equipment buyback and disposal quotes, see Asset Recovery Solutions at:
ibm.co/1WO9AFk.
For more information about IBM Global Financing programs and benefits visit our
web site at: ibm.com/partner/financing or call 1-866-247-3990.
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IBM developerWorks Premium

Fee-based offerings
IBM Value Package at a glance

IBM Software Access Option at a glance

What is it?

A 12-month subscription that delivers a
comprehensive set of benefits, including
access to IBM software, technical training and
certification reimbursement, and technical
support that can be used before you sell and
deploy IBM solutions—all at one low annual price

What is it?

Who is it for?

Available to all Business Partners

What is the cost?

A 12-month Value Package subscription is USD
2500 (see ordering site for local pricing). A 10%
discount (USD 2,250) is offered to new Business
Partners who purchase within 6 months of joining PartnerWorld or to existing Value Package
subscribers who renew their subscription within
30 days before it expires.

A 12-month subscription that provides access
to the Software Access Catalog which provides
download access to a wide variety of IBM
software products for demonstration, evaluation,
education, commercial application development
and testing, and limited internal day-to-day
Business Partner operations. This is the same
software access that is included with the Value
Package.

Who is it for?

Available to all Business Partners

What is the cost?

A 12-month Software Access Option subscription is USD 995 (see ordering site for local
pricing).

More information

ibm.co/2gv5tPq

More information

December 20, 2016
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IBM developerWorks Premium

IBM developerWorks Premium at a glance
What is it?

A developer membership program that provides
an all-access pass to powerful tools, resources,
and support to enable you to rapidly prototype,
develop, and deploy successful cloud projects

Who is it for?

Developers

What is the value to
my firm?

•• Low cost, low risk access to the latest
developer Cloud trends
•• Enhance your marketability with educational
resources, certifications, videos, and
conference materials from top publishers

What is the cost?

USD 399

More information

ibm.com/developerworks/premium
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IBM developerWorks Premium

IBM Value Package
A 12-month subscription that delivers a comprehensive set of benefits, including
access to IBM software, technical training and certification reimbursement, and
technical support that can be used before you sell and deploy IBM solutions. See
ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack for current local pricing.
Key features
• IBM Software Access Option: Software from the IBM Software Access
Catalog for demonstration, evaluation, development & testing of commercially
available solutions, internal education & training, proof of concept, and internal
“Run Your Business” use by Business Partners who are activtely selling or
influencing sales
-- IBM Software Access Option may be purchased without the IBM Value Package
• Technical training and certification reimbursement through You Pass, We Pay
• Technical IBM software development support that can be used before you sell
and deploy IBM solutions
• Pre-sales technical assistance to help close significant sales opportunities

• A commercially reasonable number of PVUs/copies of software may be
used by registered employees of all linked locations within the subscribing
Country Enterprise for demonstration, evaluation, development & testing of
commercially available solutions, internal education & training, proof of concept
and internal “Run Your Business” use by Business Partners who are activtely
selling or influencing sales of same software.
• Programs can only be deployed on your machines within your computing
environment.
• Software cannot be used for productive use, client support or fee.
• Certification is required for reimbursement of all eligible training, and proof of
certification and payment must be submitted to IBM for reimbursement.
• Technical support covers development systems only.
View the PartnerWorld Value Package Attachment at ibm.co/2cKKQKK for
complete terms and conditions.

Eligibility criteria
• The IBM Value Package and IBM Software Access Option are available to
Business Partners at all membership levels, from Registered to Silver to Gold
to Platinum.
• All linked locations within the same Country Enterprise may share one subscription.
Note: Software Access Option can either be purchased separately or is
included in Business Partner’s Value Package purchase.

Getting started
1. Your company’s APA goes to ibm.co/2ctVWCK to acquire the Value Package.
2. The APA will receive an email confirming the order has been processed. This
email will direct the APA to accept the IBM PartnerWorld Value Package
Attachment or, as appropriate, the IBM Software Usage Attachment.
Depending on country of residence, you may be required to sign a hard-copy
instead of using the electronic format.
3. It may take up to ten business days to process your online order. You’ll then be
entitled to use the benefits detailed on ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack.

Terms and conditions
• Business Partners must maintain a Value Package or Software Access Option
subscription to continue use of benefits.

Visit the Value Package web page at ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack for
terms and conditions, pricing, and ordering instructions. View our Frequently
Asked Questions at: ibm.com/partnerworld/page/isv_com_vpo_faq
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IBM developerWorks Premium

IBM Software Access Option
The IBM Software Access Option entitles your company use of the Software
Access Catalog, which includes download access to a wide variety of IBM
software products. See the website (ibm.co/2gv5tPq) for current local pricing.
Key features
• Software from the IBM Software Access Catalog for demonstration, evaluation,
development & testing of commercially available solutions, internal education
& training, proof of concept, and internal “Run Your Business” use by Business
Partners who are actively selling or influencing sales
Terms and conditions
• Business Partners must maintain a Software Access Option subscription to
continue use of benefits.
• A commercially reasonable number of PVUs/copies of software may be
used by registered employees of all linked locations within the subscribing
Country Enterprise for demonstration, evaluation, development & testing
of commercially available solutions, internal education & training, proof of
concept, and internal “Run Your Business” use by Business Partners who are
actively selling or influencing sales of same software.
• Programs can only be deployed on your machines within your computing
environment.
• Software cannot be used for productive use, client support, or fee.
View the PartnerWorld Software Usage Attachment at ibm.co/2gQkSrE for
complete terms and conditions.
Getting started
1. Your company’s APA goes to ibm.co/2gv5tPq to acquire the Software
Access Option.
2. The APA will receive an email confirming the order has been processed. This
email will direct the APA to accept the IBM Software Usage Attachment.
Depending on country of residence, you may be required to sign a hard-copy
instead of using the electronic format.
3. It may take up to ten business days to process your online order. You’ll then be
entitled to use the Software Access Catalog ibm.co/2gv5tPq.

December 20, 2016
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Visit the Software Access Option web page at ibm.co/2gv5tPq for terms
and conditions, pricing and ordering instructions. View our Frequently Asked
Questions at ibm.com/partnerworld/page/isv_com_vpo_faq.

IBM developerWorks Premium
IBM developerWorks® Premium is a developer membership program that
provides an all-access pass to powerful tools, resources, and support to enable
you to rapidly prototype, develop, and deploy successful cloud projects.
With developerWorks Premium membership, you get low cost, low risk access
to the latest developer Cloud trends such as Cognitive, Mobile, and IoT. Enhance
your marketability with educational resources, certifications, videos and
conference materials from top publishers, including discounts to ke,y developer
events. The cost is USD 399.
Key features
• 12-month Bluemix subscription
• USD 240 credits on Bluemix to develop apps with services including Watson,
IoT, mobile, and many others
• Credits of USD 45 per month to create your development sandbox in Bluemix
Infrastructure (formerly SoftLayer) (up to USD 540 annually)
• Over 15,000+ online technical books from Skillsoft covering the hottest
developer topics
• AT&T IoT Starter Kit including 1 test SIM card
• Complete video replays of recent O’Reilly conferences
• One complimentary voucher for over 250 choices of IBM certifications
• Up to 50% off developer events from IBM and our Business Partners
• GitHub personal plan with unlimited private repositories for one month
• Always-on community support
Eligibility criteria
All Business Partners as well as any developer, including freelance developers,
can purchase developerWorks Premium.
Getting started
To sign up for developerWorks, go to: ibm.com/developerworks/premium.
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Term

Definition

Authorized Profile Administrator (APA)

The contacts/employees that have authoritative access to sign and accept agreements, manage employees or apply to become a remarketer/reseller
of IBM technology

Business Partner Dashboard (BPD)

A worldwide tool on PartnerWorld that enables Business Partners to view, analyze and organize their critical data in one place

Business Partner Locator (BPL)

Helps prospective clients, IBM sellers and other Business Partners easily identify and contact skilled Business Partners

Business Transformation Initiative (BTI)

Offers full-day workshops designed to analyze core strengths and determine optimal direction

Certification

Business Partners can address capability requirement through IBM certifications and/or mastery tests, based on Competency requirements.

IBM SatScor

IBM’s web-based tool used to conduct client satisfaction surveys required for Gold and Platinum level achievement

Competency

A global initiative that recognizes Business Partners’ capabilities in alignment with IBM strategic imperatives in the Cloud and Cognitive
Solutions marketplace

Country Enterprise ID (CEID)

For the main country headquarters within each specific country. Note that to qualify as a subsidiary in this context, the Business Partner parent/
headquarters must have greater than 50% ownership in each of the subsidiaries.

Country groupings

Program and Competency achievement requirements based on local market opportunity. Small, medium & large categories

Expert level

A designation for a Competency identifying Business Partners who have the deepest level of capabilities and are identified as being the most
competent, with the highest value delivery capability for that solution area

FindIt

A web-based tool that serves as the gateway to find top assets you may need for any given sales situation

Global Partner Portal (GPP)

IBM’s worldwide Opportunity Management System for Business Partners

Global Solutions Directory (GSD)

A searchable catalog of IBM Business Partner solutions. Includes solution descriptions, marketing information and engagement with specific IBM
products/services.

IBM Global Financing (IGF)

Offers a set of flexible and customized financing solutions

IBM PartnerWorld Console

Web-based tool which provides Business Partners their status in the PartnerWorld program level and Competency achievements

IBM Software Access Option (SAC)

Entitles your company use of the Software Access Catalog, which includes download access to a wide variety of IBM software products
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Definition

IBM Business Partner Growth Incentive (PGI)

A revenue and skills growth tool offering a structured path to achieve IBM Systems Competency

IBM Value Package

A 12-month subscription that delivers a comprehensive set of benefits, including access to IBM software, technical training and certification
reimbursement, and technical support that can be used before you sell and deploy IBM solutions

Influence revenue

Revenue based on the role you played in motivating the client to choose IBM

Know Your IBM (KYI)

A learning portal designed to drive capabilities growth through various motivational and learning management techniques

Location ID (Loc ID)

Covers all locations within a country

Multiplier

Calculation approach to determine Business Partners’ sales success achievements

Partnership Executive Program (PEP)

Enables you to tune your business strategy and implementation plans with an IBM executive mentor

PartnerWorld Profiling System (PPS)

The registration system where information about you, your company and your company’s employees is stored.

PartnerWorld University (PWU)

A one-stop shop for education, offering capability development education for all solution areas

Primary Relationship Contact (PRC)

The main contact responsible for the company’s profile

Sale revenue

IBM revenue recorded from transactions governed by an IBM Business Partner Agreement (Resell)

Sales success

Your demonstrated success selling and implementing client solutions measured by one or more revenue type: resale, influence, XaaS

IBM Skill Starter Pack

Includes education support offerings to help accelerate time to market

Specialist level

A designation for a Competency differentiating Business Partners that have developed the capabilities and demonstrated repeatable success in
addressing client needs tied to IBM solutions

Verified Business Partner Solution (VBPS)

Business Partners can also address capability requirement through a Verified Business Partner Solution or Managed Service that has been
validated and verified by IBM.

Worldwide ID (WWID)

Main worldwide headquarters for a firm

XaaS revenue

Sales billed and delivered though IBM hosted Cloud Platform, generally on a recurring or consumption basis

You Pass, We Pay (YPWP)

Offering designed to help your company receive a return on your investment in building technical capabilities by reimbursing the base cost of IBM
technical certifications and optional preparatory roadmap education. The maximum amount of your reimbursement benefit is determined by your
membership level.
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PartnerWorld Business Partner Taxonomy

Business Partner Categories

Description

1

Telecom/Hosting provider

Large, commercial organizations with their own datacenters which provide predominantly servers, storage and software virtualized, metered and sold
based on consumption models. Can provide services to both End Users and other Business Partners (could be IBM cloud or datacenter)

2

Managed Service Provider (MSP)

Local and regional organizations providing IT services on a contractual basis to maintain customers’ computers, networks or software. They
manage services either on-site at the customer’s data center, remotely in their data center or in a third-party data center for which they have
negotiated access

3

Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) (Cloud
Based)

One of six business models focused on the design, implementation, sale and/or ongoing management of a true multi-tenant cloud application or
infrastructure service:
•

Cloud Consultant

•

Cloud Builder

•

Cloud Service Provider

•

Cloud Agent/Reseller

•

Cloud Broker

•

Cloud Application Provider

4

Outsourcer – Strategic and Business Svc
Providers

Provides essential business or IT services that would otherwise be managed by in-house personnel

5

Independent Software Vendor (ISV)

Generates the majority of their revenue from the commercial sale of horizontal or vertical software applications or tools which they develop

6

Distributor

Sells to companies that in turn resell to the end customer in a multitier channel. (Both Value and Broadline Distributors)

7

System Integrator (SI) – Global and Regional

Conducts the planning, design, implementation, configuration and project management of a solution, typically comprised of branded components

8

VAR/Reseller/Solution Provider

Provides solutions by bundling hardware and/or software with services; resells and supports the integrated solution of branded components

9

Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)

Embeds or integrates a vendor product into its product or solution; brands it and takes it to market by themselves

10

Training/Education Provider

Provides training and education services to their end customers or other Business Partners

11

Digital Marketing Agency

Offers full service marketing services through the cloud (eg. advertising, media investment management, branding & identity, direct, digital,
promotion & relationship marketing)
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PartnerWorld Program resources
Business Partner Certificate tool

ibm.co/2cpCGYR

IBM Marketplace

developer.ibm.com/marketplace/enroll

Business Partner Dashboard

ibm.com/partnerworld/dashboard

IBM Technical Validations

ibm.co/2c6JY1u

Business Partner Lead Model (BPLM) Software ibm.com/partnerworld/SVPRewardsNew

IBM Value Package

ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack

Business Partner Locator (BPL)

ibm.co/2cXiAYy

Identity System guidelines

ibm.co/2cpCGYR

Business Partner Mark Generator tool

ibm.co/2cpCGYR

Know Your IBM (KYI)

ibm.com/partnerworld/knowyouribm

Business Partner Marks

ibm.co/2cpCGYR

Online Integrity Training

ibm.co/2c8yVcQ

Business Transformation Initiative (BTI)

ibm.com/partnerworld/businesstransformation

Partner Growth Incentive (PGI)

ibm.com/partnerworld/pgi

Certifications and mastery tests

ibm.com/certify

PartnerWorld Contact Services (PWCS)

ibm.com/partnerworld/contact

Digital Content Marketing

ibm.com/partnerworld/digitalcontentmarketing

PartnerWorld Profiling System (PPS)

ibm.com/partnerworld/partnertools

Digital Marketing Workshops

ibm.com/partnerworld/digitalmarketingworkshops

PartnerWorld University (PWU)

ibm.com/partnerworld/pwu

Executive Briefing Centers

ibm.co/2clowXj

PartnerWorld Program website

ibm.com/partnerworld/go

Feedback on PartnerWorld Program Guide

ibm.co/2ctnOKy

Renewal Value Incentive (RVI)

ibm.com/partnerworld/renewalvalueincentive

FindIt tool

ibm.biz/ibmfindit

SaaS Reseller incentives

ibm.co/1XctGsX

Global Partner Portal (GPP)

ibm.co/2ccCiOw

SatScor tool

ibm.co/2cDAv7g

Global Partner Portal (GPP) Help Desk

ibm.co/2cKNq37

Selling IBM Products and Services

ibm.co/2c8xlYw

Global Solutions Directory (GSD)

ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd/homepage.do

Software Resellers—resources

ibm.co/2cKMhsu

Hardware Resellers—resources

ibm.co/2cVdkBU

Software Value Incentive (SVI)

ibm.com/partnerworld/softwarevalueincentive

IBM Co-Marketing

ibm.co/2cXjnJ8

Software Value Plus (SVP)

ibm.co/2cGGOnX

IBM developerWorks Premium

ibm.com/developerworks/premium

Software Value Plus (SVP) Authorization

ibm.co/2cC137v

IBM Global Financing

ibm.com/partner/financing

Solution Accelerator Incentive (SAI)

ibm.co/1TXP53o

IBM Innovation Centers

ibm.co/2cDz1K6

Value Advantage Plus Government (VAP GOV’T) ibm.com/partnerworld/valueadvantageplus
Value Advantage Plus Standard (VAP)

ibm.com/partnerworld/valueadvantageplus

You Pass, We Pay

ibm.com/partnerworld/valuepack
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